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REPORT OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR  

 
To Shareholders,  
Mecanica Ceahlau S.A. 
 
Qualified opinion 

 
1. We have audited the financial statements of the company Mecanica Ceahlau S.A. (the “Company”), 

headquartered in Strada Dumbravei, nr.6, Piatra Neamț, identified with the sole tax code 
14942091, that consist of the statement of the financial position on December 31, 2017 and the 

statement of the global result, statement of the changes of equities and the statement of treasury 
flows associated to the financial year ended on that respective date, and notes on the financial 
statements, including a summary of the significant accounting policies.  

 
2.    Financial statements on December 31, 2017 are as follows:  
 

 net assets / Total equities:   48.158.682 Lei  

 net loss of the financial year:      (1.589.468) Lei  

 
3. In our opinion, except for the effects of the aspect described in the paragraph 4 and of the effects of 

the aspect described in the paragraph 5 and paragraph 6 of the Section  “Base for the qualified 
opinion” of our report, the attached financial statements present the unaltered, under all significant 
aspects, financial position of the Company on December 31, 2017, and its financial performance and 
its treasury flows associated to the year ended on that respective date, according to the Order of the 
Ministry of Public Finances no. 2844/2016 for the approval of the Accounting Regulations according 

to the International Financing Reporting Standards adopted by the European Union with subsequent 
amendments. 

 
Base for the qualified opinion 
 

6. As shown in Note 12, the Company owns a piece of land amounting to RON 7,217,773 on December 

31, 2017. In accordance with the accounting principles in force, the re-evaluations must be 
performed regularly enough so as the net asset value is not significantly different than the one 
that would be determined by using the fair value on the date of the balance sheet. Therefore, we 
cannot determine if adjustments are necessary to the value of the pieces of land, related re-
evaluation reserves and the profit and loss account on the date mentioned above.  

 
5. During 2017, the Company has recorded returned goods and dealers’ fees with real values that were 

higher than the estimated values on December 31, 2016, with a net impact on returns of RON 191,298 
and RON 544,581 for dealers’ fees. On December 31, 2017, the Company has corrected the values 
mentioned above through the retained earnings and not in accordance with the Order of the Minister 
of Public Finance no. 2844/2016 approving the Accounting Regulations in accordance with the 
International Financial Reporting Standards adopted by the European Union, as further amended. Our 

opinion regarding the financial statements of the current year is amended due to the effect of on the 
degree of comparability of the figures of the current period with the corresponding figures of 2016.  

 
7. On December 31, 2016, the Company has capitalized expenses in quantum of RON 522,645 

associated to certain projects resulted from the research and development activity “Promotion in 
Romania of energetic willow cultivation technology as an alternative source of clean energy”, 
developed between 2012-2016 as assets in progress. Our opinion from the previous year 
comprised a reserve related to this aspect, and our opinion on the financial statements of the 

current year is also amended, due to the effect of on the degree of comparability of the figures of 
the current period with the corresponding figures of 2016. 
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8. Our audit was carried out in accordance with the International Audit Standards (“ISA”), Regulation 
(EU) no. 537 of the European Parliament and of the Council  (hereinafter referred to as the 
“Regulation”) and with the Law no. 162/2017 (the “Law”). Our responsibilities based on these 

standards are detailed in the section “Responsibilities of the auditor in a financial statement audit” of 
our report.  We are independent from the Company, according to the Code of Ethics for Professional 
Accountants (IESBA code), issued by the Council for the International Ethics Standards for Accountants 
and we have fulfilled the other ethic responsibilities, according to the IESBA code.   We believe that 
the audit evidences that we obtained are sufficient and adequate in order to supply a base for our 
qualified opinion. 

  

Audit key aspects   
 

9. The audit key aspects are those aspects that, based on our professional reasoning, had the higher 
importance for the audit of the financial statements for the current period.  These aspects were 

approached in the context of the audit of the financial statements and for the formation of our 
opinion upon these and we do not offer a separate opinion regarding these aspects.  Additionally to 
the aspect described in the section “Base for our qualified opinion”, we consider that there are no 

audit key aspects that shall be communicated in our report. 
 

Audit key aspects Procedures performed: 

Recognition of the income  

As the Company is growing on the 
market, involving reaching certain 
financial performances, we deem that 
there is a pressure on the management 
to reach its planned goals. We deemed 
that the recognition of income resulting 
from the sales of goods depend on the 

adequate evaluation of the prices used 

and on their recording during the 
period they refer to, given that there 
are various commercial clauses in the 
agreements concluded with the 
customers. We deemed that the 

recognition of income is significant for 
the audit, as it would lead to the 
recognition of income and profit losses. 

The accounting policies related to the 
recognition of revenues may be found 
in the Note 3 to the financial 
statements. 

Our audit included the following procedures: 

 We evaluated the existing controls regarding the sales 

activity, respectively the invoicing process and 
recognition of the income; 

 We tested the operational efficiency of the controls on 
the income process by means of an income sample, 
obtaining samples of necessary signatures and 

approvals; 

 We confirmed the income with the most important 
customers selected; 

 We selected an income sample, which we compared to 
the relevant supporting documents in order to ensure 
the accuracy and completeness of the recorded income. 

 We analyzed the income by comparing the current 
period to the previous one with regard to: sales, 
production volumes, volumes per customers and 
margin. 
 

 We analyzed the bonuses granted to the customers due 
to the provisions of the agreements. 

 
 We analyzed the returned goods related to the sales in 

2017. 

 
 
Report on the report of the administrators 

 
10. The administrators are responsible for drafting and presenting other information. This other 

information comprises the Administrators’ Report, but is does not comprise the financial statements 
and the auditor’s report on these financial statements. 
 
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover this other information and, unless otherwise  

expressly provided in out report, we do not express any assurance conclusion regarding it. 
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With regard to the financial statements audit for the financial year that ended on December 31, 
2017, our responsibility is to read this information and , in this approach, to estimate if this 
information are significantly inconsistent compared to the financial statements or to the information 

we have obtained during the audit, or if it seems to be significantly distorted. 
 
With regard to the Administrators’ Report, we read and report if it was prepared under all material 
respects in compliance with the Order of the Minister of Public Finance no. 2844/2016 approving the 
Accounting Regulations in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standards adopted 
by the European Union, as further amended. 
 

On the exclusive basis of the activities to be carried out during the audit of the financial statements, 
in our opinion: 
 
a) The information presented in the Administrators’ Report for the financial year for which the 

financial statements were prepared is in accordance with the financial statements under all 
material respects; 

 

b) The Administrators’ Report was prepared in compliance with the Order of the Minister of Public 
Finance no. 2844/2016 approving the Accounting Regulations in accordance with the 
International Financial Reporting Standards adopted by the European Union, as further 
amended, under all material respects. 

 
In addition, to our knowledge and understanding regarding the Company and its environment 

acquired during the audit of the financial statements for the financial year that ended on December 
31, 2017, we are requested to report whether we identified significant distortions in the 
Administrators’ Report. We do not have anything  to report in relation to this issue, except for the 
possible effects of the issue described in the section “Base for the opinion with reserves” of our 
report.  

 
 

Responsibilities of the management and of persons responsible with the governance for 
financial statements   

 
11. The management is responsible with the drafting and fair presentation of the financial statements 

according to the Order of the Ministry of Public Finances  no. 2844/2016 for the approval of the 
accounting Regulations according to the International Financial Reporting Standards adopted by the 
European Union, as further amended and for that internal control that the management considers to 
be necessary in order to allow the drafting of the financial statements that are lacking significant 
distortions, caused either by fraud or error. 

 
12. In drafting the financial statements, the management is responsible for the appreciation of the 

capacity of the Company to continue its activity, presenting, if the case, the aspects regarding the 
continuity of the business and using accounting based on the continuity of the business, excepting 
the case in which the management either intends to liquidate the company or to stop the operations, 
either it has no other realistic alternative besides these. 

 
13. The persons responsible with the governance are responsible for the supervision of the financial 

reporting process of the company. 
 
The responsibilities of the auditor in a financial statement audit 
 
14. which the financial statements, as a whole, are lacking significant distortions, caused either by fraud 

or error, as well as the issuance of a report of the auditor, that shall include our opinion.  The 
reasonable insurance represents a high level of insurance, but it is not a guarantee of the fact that 
an audit developed according to the International Financial Reporting Standards will always detect a 
significant distortion, if this exists.  Distortions may be caused by fraud or error and are considered 
significant if it can be forecasted, reasonably, that these, individually or cumulated, will influence the 
economic decisions of the users, taken based on these financial statements. 
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15. As part of an audit according to the International Audits Standards, we exercise the professional 
reasoning and maintain professional skepticism during the audit.  As well: 

 
 We identify and assess the significant distortion risks of the financial statements, either caused by 

fraud or by error, we project and execute audit procedures as a response to those risks and we 
obtain sufficient and adequate audit evidences in order to supply a basis for our opinion.  The risk 
of non-detecting a significant distortion caused by fraud is higher than that of non-detecting a 
significant distortion caused by error, because fraud may imply secret understandings, false, 
intended omissions, false declarations and avoidance of the internal control.  

 
 We understand that the internal control relevant for the audit, in order to project audit procedures 

adequate for the circumstances, but without the purpose of expressing an opinion about the 
efficiency of the internal control of the Company.  

 
 We assess the appropriateness of the used accounting policies and the reasonable character of the 

accounting estimations and presentations associated to the information achieved by the 
management.  

 
 We formulate a conclusion regarding the appropriateness of the use of the company of the 

accounting based on the continuity of the business and we determine, based on the obtained audit 
evidences, if there is any significant uncertainty with regards to events and conditions that may 
generate significant doubts on the capacity of the Company to continue its activity.  If we conclude 
that there is a significant uncertainty, we must draw the attention in the auditor’s report upon the 
presentations associated to the financial statements and, if these presentations are inadequate, to 

modify our opinion.   Our conclusions are based on the audit evidences obtained until the date of 
the auditor’s report.  However, future events and conditions may determine the Company not to 
develop its activity based on the principle of business continuity. 

 
 We assess the presentation, the structure and content of the financial statements, including the 

presentation of the information and the extent in which the financial statements represent 

transactions and events in a manner that achieved the true presentation. 

 
16. We communicate to the persons responsible with the governance, among other aspects, the planned 

area and scheduling of the audit, as well as the main findings of the audit, including any significant 
deficiencies of the internal control, which we identify during the audit.  

 
17. In the same time, we supply the persons responsible with the governance a statement that we have 

complied with the relevant ethical requirements regarding the independence and that we have 
communicated all the relationships and other aspects, about which one could presume, reasonably, 
that it affects our independence and, where the case may be, the associated protection measures.  

 
18. From the aspects communicated to the persons responsible with the governance, we establish which 

are the most important aspects for the audit of the financial statements from the current period and 
that represent, consequently, the key audit aspects.  We detail these aspects in the auditor’s report, 

with the exception of the case in which laws or regulations forbid the public presentation of the 
aspect or the case in which, in extremely rare circumstances, we determine that an aspect shall not 

be communicated in our report, because it is expected reasonably that the benefits of the public 
interest to be exceed by the negative consequences of this communication. 

 
Report on other legal and regulatory provisions 
   

 
19. We were appointed by the General Meeting of Shareholders on August 1, 2017, to audit the financial 

statements of Mecanica Ceahlau SA for the financial year that ended on December 31, 2017. The 
total continuous duration of our mission is 6 years, covering the financial years that ended on 
December 31, 2012 until December 31, 2017. 
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We confirm that: 
 

 Our audit opinion is in accordance with the additional report submitted to the Company’s Audit 

Commission, which we issued on the same date on which we issued this report. We also 
maintained our independence related to the audited entity during the performance of our audit. 

 
 We did not provide the Company with prohibited non-audit services specified in Article 5 

paragraph (1) of the Regulation (EU) no. 537/2014. 
 
The mission partner of the audit for which this independent auditor’s report was drafted is Alina Mirea. 

 
 
Alina Mirea, Audit Partner 
 

 
 
 

 
Registered in the Chamber of Financial Auditors of Romania  
with certificate no. 1504/01.04.2003 
 
On behalf of: 
 

DELOITTE AUDIT S.R.L. 
 
Registered in the Chamber of Financial Auditors of Romania  
with certificate no. 25/25.06.2001 
 
Sos. Nicolae Titulescu nr. 4-8, America House, Intrarea de Est,  
Etajul 2 - zona Deloitte și Etajul 3, sector 1,  

Bucharest, Romania 

March 30, 2018 
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 Nota 

December 31,  

2017 

January 1st,  

2017 

 
Assets    
Fixed assets    
Tangible assets 

12 

 

22,527,105 

 

21,778,510 

 

Lands and design of lands  11,177,454 12,082,199 
Constructions  5,368,228 5,547,881 
Technical installations and means of transport  5,603,028 4,116,666 
Furniture, office equipment  21,524 31,765 

Pending tangible assets  356,871 - 

 
Intangible assets 13 

 

140,392 

 

571,122 

 
Other intangible assets  

 

110,609 122,464 

Concessions, patents, commercial marks, right 

and similar assets  

 

13,097 448,658 

Pending intangible assets  16,686 - 

 
Real Estate Investments 14 

 

1,608,409 465,631 

 

Total fixed assets  

 

24,275,906 

 

22,815,263 

    

 
Total fixed assets    

 
Current assets 

stocks 15 15,908,598 14,789,473 
Commercial claims and other receivables 16,26 14,813,015 12,994,022 

Advance expenditures   215,765 41,779 

Financial assets at fair value  

(fund units, bank deposit)  

 

4,091,943 3,046,521 

Cash and cash equivalents 17 4,819,739 5,003,004 

 
Total current assets  

 

39,849,060 

 

35,874,799 

 
TOTAL ASSETS  

 

64,124,966 

 

58,690,062 

 
Equities    

Share capital 18 23,990,846 23,990,846 
Reserves 18 18,755,289 19,095,975 
Result of the exercise 19 (1,589,468) 2,105,150 
Reported result  9,518,271 9,117,566 

Other elements of equities  (2,516,256)  (2,826,120) 

 

Total equities  

 

48,158,682 

 

51,483,417 
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 Note 

December 31, 

2017 

January 1st,  

2017 

    

Debts    

Long-term debts    

Long term loans 20 1,600,671 253,913 

Provisions for pensions 22 296,913 226,364 

Debts on deferred tax 11 1,462,767 2,353,763 

 
Total long term debts  

 

3,360,351 

 

2,834,040 

    
Current debts 

  
 

 

Short term loans 20 454,858 117,557 

Commercial debts and other debts 23 10,254,856 3,675,390 

Revenues registered in advance 6 1,377,762 2,277 

Provisions 22 518,457 577,381 

 
Total current debts  

 

12,605,933 

 

4,372,605 

 
Total debts  

 

15,966,284 

 

7,206,645 

 
Total equities and debts  

 

64,124,966 

 

58,690,062 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The individual financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on March 23, 2018 and were 

signed on its behalf by: 

 

 

 

 

 

Molesag Ion Sorin,                                               Marian Gabriela, 
General manager ,  Financial manager, 
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Continuous activities 

 

Note 

 

December 31,  

2017 

 

December 31,   

 2016 

Revenues 5 44,571,192 37,324,149 

Other revenues  6 95,779 576,128 

Stock variation   - - 

 
Total operational revenues  44,666,971 37,900,277 

 

Expenses with stocks (cost of the goods sold)  (22,125,500) (16,907,521) 
Expenses with utilities  (627,875) (651,217) 
Expenses with salaries, contributions and other 

benefits 8 (7,320,766) (6,946,930) 
Expenses with depreciation and impairment of 

assets 
12,13 

 (2,189,569) (1,658,224) 

Earnings /losses from the assignment of non-

current assets   - - 

Earnings /losses from real estate investments  14 - - 
Adjustment of the value of current assets 17 (1,753,225) 128,902 
Adjustments on provisions 22 755,086 164,836 
Other expenses 7,26 (12,636,354) (8,598,556) 

 
Total operational expenses  (45,898,204) (34,468,710) 

 
Result of the operational activities  (1,231,233) 3,431,567 

 

Financial revenues  168,181 156,951 
Financial expenses  (820,200) (1,049,964) 

 
Financial net result 

 

9 (652,019) (893,013) 

 
Result before taxes  (1,883,252) 2,538,555 

 

Expenses with current revenue tax 
 

10 (414,274) (366,853) 
Expenses with deferred revenue tax 10 (281,763) (239,987) 
Earnings associated to the deferred revenue tax 10 989,821 173,436 

 
Result from Continuous Activities  (1,589,468) 2,105,150 
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Note 

December 31, 

2017 

December 31, 

2016 

 

Continuous activities 19   

 
Other elements of the Global Result 

  - - 

Reserves from the reassessment of growths  - - 
 
Capital deferred tax  (182,936) - 

Reserves from the reassessment of decreases  - (111,506) 

 
Other elements of the global results, 
after tax  (182,936) (111,506) 

    

Total global result of the period  (1,772,404) 1,993,644 

 
Assignable profit 

 

 (1,589,468) 2,105,150 

 
Result per base share  - 0.0088 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The individual financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on March 23, 2018 and were 

signed on its behalf by: 

 

 

 

 

 

Molesag Ion Sorin,                                               Marian Gabriela, 
General manager ,  Financial manager, 
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 Assignable to the Company Shareholders  

 

Share 
capital 

Legal 
reserves  

Reserves 
from 

reassessmen
t 

Other 
reserves  

Result 
carried 

forward 
Current 

result  

Other 
elements of 

equities 

         Total 
Equities 

 

Balance on January 1st, 2016 
 

23,990,846  2,099,928 12,708,324 4,272,302 8,195,008 2,243,040 (2,851,469) 50,657,979 

Transfer of the result for the year 2015 
   to the result carried forward - - - - 2,243,040 (2,243,040) - - 
Transfer of the result carried forward  
   to the legal reserve  - - - - - - - - 
Transfer of the result carried forward  
2015 to other reserves - - - - - - - - 
Transfer of legal reserves from profit 2015 
to other reserves - - - - (134,436) - 134,436 - 

Net loss / profit of the year  - - - - - 2,105,150 - 2,105,150 

Legal reserve 2016 - 126,928 - - - - (126,928) - 
Other elements of the Global Result - - - - - - - - 

Deferred tax capitals - - - - - - 17,841 17,841 
Transfer to the result reported associated 
to the surplus achieved from reserves 
from reassessment - - (111,506) - 111,506 - - - 
Dividends distributed to shareholders - -  - (1,199,543) - - (1,199,543) 

Participation of BD in the profit  - - - - (98,010) - - (98,010) 

 
Balance on December 31, 2016 23,990,846 2,226,856 12,596,818 4,272,302 9,117,565 2,105,150 (2,826,120) 51,483,417 

 

The individual financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on March 23, 2018 and were signed on its behalf by: 

 
 
 

 

Molesag Ion Sorin,                                               Marian Gabriela, 
General Manager                                               Financial Manager 
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 Assignable to the Company Shareholders 

 Share capital 
Legal 

reserves  

Reserves 
from 

reassessmen
t 

Other 
reserves  

Result 
carried 

forward Current result  

Other 
elements of 

equities 

         
Total 

Equities 

 
Balance on January 1st, 2017 23,990,846 2,226,856 12,596,817 4,272,302 9,117,566 2,105,150 (2,826,120) 51,483,417 

 
Transfer of result from the year 2016 to the result 

carried forward - - - - 2,105,150 (2,105,150) - - 
Transfer of the result carried forward to the legal 

reserve  - - - - - - - - 
Transfer of the result carried forward 2016 to other 

reserves - - - - - - - - 
Transfer of legal reserves from profit to other 

reserves  - - - 802,670 (802,670) - - - 

Net loss / profit of the year - - - - - (1,589,468) - (1,589,468) 

Legal reserve 2017 - -  - (126,928) - 126,928 - 
 
Other elements of the global result  
Result carried forward originated from correcting 

accounting errors  
 - - - - (742,652) - - (742,652) 

Equity deferred tax - - - - - - 182,936 182,936 
Transfer to the result carried forward related to the 

surplus achieved from reassessment reserves  
 -  (1,143,358) - 1,143,358 - - - 

Dividends distributed to shareholders   - -  - (1,175,551) - - (1,175,551) 

Participation in profit - - - - - - - - 

 
Balance on December 31, 2017 23,990,846 2,226,856 11,453,460 5,074,972 9,518,272 (1,589,468) (2,516,256) 48,158,682 

 
 
 

The individual financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on March 23, 2018 and were signed on its behalf by: 

 
 

Molesag Ion Sorin,                                               Marian Gabriela, 
General Manager                                               Financial Manager 
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For the financial year ended on December 31, 2017 Note 2017 2016 

    

Cash flows from operating activities    

    

Cash collected from customers  47,323,142 43,778,579 

Payments made to suppliers and employees  (42,314,824) (39,274,618) 

 
Cash generated by operating activities  5,008,318 4,503,961 

 
Paid interest  - (4,843) 

Paid corporate tax  (410,953) (240,743) 

 
Net cash generated by operating activities  4,597,353 4,258,375 

    

Cash flows from investment activities    
 
Collected interest  8,322 2,307 

Paid dividends  (1,126,455) (1,147,866) 

Procurement of intangible non-current assets  (4,233,910) (249,006) 

Fund units redemption  - - 

Short-term investments  (1,000,000) - 

 

Net cash generated by investments  (6,352,043) (1,394,585) 

    

Cash flows from funding activities    

Collections from short-/long-term loans  1,917,789 - 

Loans payments  (158,547) - 

Payments of debts from financial leasing  (157,454) (176,344) 

 

Net cash (used in ) funding activities  1,601,788 (176,344) 

 
Net reduction of the cash and cash equivalents  (152,890) 2,687,446 

                                                                                                

Cash and cash equivalents on January 1  5,003,004 2,343,920 

Effect of the foreign exchange rate variation on cash  (30,375) (28,362) 

 
Cash and cash equivalents on December 31,  4,819,739 5,003,004 

 

 
 
 
 

The individual financial statements were approved by the Board of Directors on March 23, 2018 and were 

signed on its behalf by: 

 
 
 
 

Molesag Ion Sorin,                                               Marian Gabriela, 
General Manager                                               Financial Manager 
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1. REPORTING ENTITY  
 
Mecanica Ceahlău SA is a company headquartered in Romania.  The company has its registered office in 

Piatra Neamț, strada Dumbravei, nr. 6, Neamț County, Romania. 
 
The individual financial statements of the Company were prepared in accordance with the International 
Financial Reporting Standards adopted by the European Union (“IFRS”) in force on the Company’s 
reporting date, respectively December 31,  2017, and in accordance with the provisions of the Order of 
the Minister of Public Finance no. 2844/2016 approving the Accounting Regulations in accordance with 
the International Financial Reporting Standards applicable to trading companies of which securities are 

approved to be traded on a regulated market, as further amended and clarified. These provisions are 
compliant with the requirements of the International Financial Reporting Standards adopted by the 
European Union. 

 
The main activity of the company is the manufacture of the machineries and equipment for agriculture and 
logging. 
 

 
2.  BASIS OF PREPARATION 
  
a. Declaration of Conformity 
 
The individual financial statements were drafted according to: 

 
 International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), adopted by the European Union; 
 Accounting Law 82 of 1991, republished and updated; 
 Order of the Ministry of Public Finances no. 2844/2016 for the approval of the Accounting Regulations 

according to the International Financing Reporting Standards, applicable to companies whose 

securities are admitted to trading on a regulated market. 
 

The individual financial statements were authorized for issuance by the Board of Directors on 23.03.2018 
 
b. Basis of assessment 
 
The individual financial statements were drafted according to the historical cost, excepting building that are 
held at the reassessed value and of real estate investments that are held at fair value. 
 

These individual financial statements were drafted for general purposes, for the use of persons that know 
the provisions of the International Financing Reporting Standards, applicable to companies whose securities 
are admitted to trading on a regulated market, approved by the Order of the Ministry of Public Finances 
2844/2016. 
 
 In consequence, these individual financial statements shall not be considered as the unique source of 

information by a potential investor or by another user. 
 

c. Functional and presentation currency 
 

These individual financial statements are presented in RON, this being the functional currency of the 
Company as well.  All financial information is presented in RON, rounded, without decimals.  
Transactions in foreign currencies are expressed in RON, applying the exchange rate at the date of 

transaction.  Assets and monetary debts expressed in foreign currency at the end of the year are expressed 
in RON at the exchange rate of that date.  Earnings and losses from differences of the exchange rate, 
achieved or not achieved, are registered in the Individual Statement of the Global Result of that respective 
year. 
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2.  BASIS OF PREPARATION (continued) 
 
c. Functional and presentation currency (continued) 

 
Exchange rates on December 31, 2017 and December 31, 2016 are as follows:                           

                                     
 2017 2016 

   
EUR 4.6597 4.5411 
USD 3.8915 4.3033 

 
Non-monetary assets and debts are expressed in the foreign currency that are assessed at fair value are 
converted in the functional currency at the exchange rate of the date in which the fair value was determined. 

The non-monetary elements that are assessed at historical cost in a foreign currency are converted using 
the exchange rate of the date in which the transaction was made.  
 
d. Use of estimations and professional reasoning 

 
Drafting of the individual financial statements according to the Order no. 2844/2016, as further amended, 
proposes the use by the management of certain professional reasoning, estimations and hypotheses that 

affect the application of the accounting policies and the reported value of the assets, debts, revenues and 
expenses.  The effective results may differ from the estimated values. 
 
Estimations and hypotheses that are the base of these are periodically reviewed.  The reviews of the 
accounting estimations are recognized in the period in which the estimation was reviewed and in the future 
affected periods. 
 

Information on the uncertainties due to hypotheses and estimations that involve a significant risk regarding 

the need of certain adjustments in the current and previous financial year are included in the following 
notes: 
 

 Note 8 - Expenses with salaries and social contributions;  

 Note 11 - Receivables and debts regarding deferred tax;  

 Note 22 - Provisions; 

 Note 23 - Commercial debts and other debts; 

 Note 25 - Commitments and contingencies. 
 
The estimations and assumptions associated to these estimations are based on the historical 
experience, as well as other factors considered reasonable in the context of these estimations.  The 
results of these estimations and hypotheses form the base of judgments regarding the accounting 
values of assets and debts that may not be obtained from other sources of information.  

 

Estimations and critical judgments that the management made during the process of applying the 
accounting policies and which have a significant impact upon the values recognized in the financial 
statements are presented below. 
 
Untaken leaves 
 

The management estimates at the end of each reporting period the value of not taken leaves by the 
employees of the Company. 
 
Receivables and debts on deferred tax 
 
Assets and debts of deferred tax are determined based on the temporary differences between the 
accounting value of the assets and debts from the financial statements and their fiscal value.  

Recognition of assets on deferred tax shall be made to the extent in which it is probable that a taxable 
benefit, upon which these deductible temporary differences could be imputed, is available. 

 
Receivables and invoices to be drafted 
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The management estimates at the end of each reporting period the probability of collection of receivables 

and constitutes value adjustments for the part considered unrecoverable.  

Adjustments are made based on the specific analysis of the invoices in balance. 
 
Also, the management estimates the value of the invoices that are to be drafted based on the existent 

contracts.  
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2.  BASIS OF PREPARATION (continued) 
 
d. Use of estimations and professional reasoning (continued) 

  
Provisions and contingent debts 

 
The management makes estimations and uses professional reasoning in the process of measurement and 
recognition of provisions, when determining the exposure to contingent debts resulted from disputes in 
which the Company is involved or from other disputes that are the object of negotiation, arbitration or 
regulation. The professional reasoning is used to determine the probability that a certain dispute will be 

lost and a debt will appear and to quantify the value of this debt.  Following the uncertainty involved in this 
assessment process, the actual debts may differ from the provisions initially estimated.  
 
Lifetime of the tangible assets 
 
The management reviews the adequacy of the useful lifetime of the tangible assets at the end of each 

reporting period. 

 
Invoices to be received 
 
The value of the invoices to be received is estimated by the management based on the contracts concluded 
with the suppliers and by the comparative analysis of these with the previous periods.  
 

Deferred tax 
 
Assets and debts of deferred tax are determined based on the temporary differences between the 
accounting value of the assets and debts from the financial statements and their fiscal value. 
Recognition of assets on deferred tax shall be made to the extent in which it is probable that a taxable 
benefit, upon which these deductible temporary differences could be imputed, is available. 
 

Provisions and contingent debts 
 
The management makes estimations and uses professional reasoning in the process of measurement 

and recognition of provisions, when determining the exposure to contingent debts resulted from disputes 
in which the Company is involved or from other disputes that are the object of negotiation, arbitration or 
regulation. The professional reasoning is used to determine the probability that a certain dispute will be 
lost and a debt will appear and to quantify the value of this debt. Following the uncertainty involved in 
this assessment process, the actual debts may differ from the provisions initially estimated. 

 
Estimations and critical judgments that the management made during the process of applying the 
accounting policies and which have a significant impact upon the values recognized in the financial 
statements are presented next. 

 
Estimations and hypotheses that are the base of these are periodically reviewed. The reviews of the 
accounting estimations are recognized in the period in which the estimations are reviewed, if the review 
affects only that period, as well as in the future affected periods. 
 
e. Applicable accounting policies 

 
Standards and interpretations in force in the current period 

 
The following standards and amendments of the existing standards and construction issued by the 
Accountancy International Standards Committee (IASB) and adopted by the European Union are valid in 
the current period of time:  
 

 Amendments to IFRS 10 “Consolidated financial statements”, IFRS 12 “Presentation of 
information on the interests in other entities” and IAS 28 “Investments in affiliated 
entities and joint ventures” – Investment companies: application of consolidation exception 
(applicable for the yearly periods of time starting on or after January 1, 2016), 
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2.      BASIS OF PREPARATION (continued)    
 
e. Applicable accounting policies (continued) 

 
 Amendments la IFRS 11 “Joint Ventures” –bookkeeping method of interests in jointly 

controlled entities “Joint Ventures” – adopted by EU on November 24, 2015 (applicable for the 
yearly periods of time starting on or after January 1, 2016); 

 
 Amendments to IAS 1 “Presentation of Financial Statements” – initiative regarding the 

presentation requirements – adopted by EU on 18th of December 2015 (applicable for the 

yearly periods of time starting on or after January 1, 2016); 

  
 Amendments to IAS 16 “Tangible assets” and IAS 38 “Intangible assets” – Clarification 

regarding the acceptable depreciation methods – adopted by EU on 2nd of December 2015 
(applicable for the yearly periods of time starting on or after January 1, 2016); 

 
 Amendments to IAS 16 “Tangible assets” and IAS 41 “Agriculture” – Reproduction plants – 

adopted by EU on November 23, 2015 (applicable for the yearly periods of time starting on or after 
January 1, 2016 

 
 Amendments to IAS 19 “Employee Benefits” – Defined benefit plans: Employee contributions – 

adopted by the EU on 17 December 2014 (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 February 

2015), 

  
 Amendments to IAS 27 “INDIVIDUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS” – Equity method in 

INDIVIDUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENTS – adopted by the EU on 18 December 2015 (effective for annual 

periods beginning on or after 1 January 2016), 

 
 Amendments to various “IFRS Improvements (2010-2012 cycle)” standards resulting from 

the annual IFRS improvement project (IFRS 2, IFRS 3, IFRS 8, IFRS 13, IAS 16, IAS 24 and IAS 38) 

having as main focus to eliminate any inconsistencies and to clarify certain wordings – adopted by the 

EU on 17 December 2014 (the amendments are effective for the annual periods beginning on or after 

1 February 2015), 

 
 Amendments to various “IFRS Improvements (2012-2014 cycle)” standards resulting from 

the annual IFRS improvement project (IFRS 5, IFRS 7, IAS 19 and IAS 34) having as main focus to 

eliminate any inconsistencies and to clarify certain wordings – adopted by the EU on 15 December 2015 

(the amendments are effective for the annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2016). 

 
Adopting these amendments to the existing standards has not led to significant changes in the Company 

financial statements.  
 

New standards and amendments to the existing standards issued by IASB, but which have not 

yet been effective 
 

 
Standards and interpretations issued by IASB, adopted by EU but which have not yet been 
effective 
 
On the date of approval of these financial statements, the following new standards and amendments to 
the standards issued by IASB and adopted by the EU have not yet been effective. 

 
 IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments” – adopted by the EU on 22 November 2016 (effective for annual 

periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018), 
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 IFRS 15 “Revenue from Contracts with Customers” and amendments to IFRS 15 “Effective Date 
of IFRS 15” – adopted by the EU on 22 September 2016 (effective for annual periods beginning on or 
after 1 January 2018). 

 
The company has chosen not to adopt these new standards and amendments to the existing standards 
before the actual effective dates. The company anticipates that adopting these standards and amendments 
to the existing standards will not have a significant impact on the Company financial statements in the 
initial effective period. 
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2.      BASIS OF PREPARATION (continued)    
 
e. Applicable Accounting Policies (continued) 

 

Standards and interpretations issued by IASB, but not yet adopted by the EU 

 
Currently, the IFRS adopted by the EU does not show significant differences to the regulations adopted 
by the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), except for the following standards, additions to 
the existing standards and interpretations which have not yet been approved by the EU on the date of 
publication of the financial statements (the effective dates mentioned below are entirely for IFRS):  

 

 IFRS 14 “Regulatory Deferral Accounts” (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 

January 2016) – the European Commission has decided not to issue the process of endorsement of this 

interim standard and to wait for its completion, 

  

 IFRS 16 “Leasing” (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2019), 

 

 Amendments to IFRS 2 “Share-based Payment” – Classification and measurement of share-based 

payment transactions (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018), 

 

 Amendments to IFRS 4 “Insurance Contracts” – Applying IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments” with 

IFRS 4 “Insurance Contracts” (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018 or on 

first applying IFRS 9 “Financial Instruments”), 

 

 Amendments to IFRS 10 “Consolidated Financial Statements” and IAS 28 “Investments in 

Associates and Joint Ventures” – Sale or contribution of assets between an investor and its associate 

or joint venture, and subsequent amendments (effective date deferred indefinitely, until completion of 

the equity method research project), 

 

 Amendments to IFRS 15 “Revenue from Contracts with Customers” – Clarifications to IFRS 15 

“Revenue from Contracts with Customers” (effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 

2018), 

 

 Amendments to IAS 7 “Statement of Cash Flows” – Initiative on disclosure requirements (effective 

for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2017), 

 

 Amendments to IAS 12 “Income Taxes” – Recognition of deferred tax assets for unrealised losses 

(effective for annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2017), 

 

 Amendments to IAS 40 “Investment Property” – Transfers of investment property (effective for 
annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018), 
 

 Amendments to various “IFRS Improvements (2014-2016 cycle)” standards resulting from 

the annual IFRS improvement project (IFRS 1, IFRS 12 and IAS 28) having as main focus to eliminate 

any inconsistencies and to clarify certain wordings (Amendments to IFRS 12 are effective for annual 

periods beginning on or after 1 January 2017, and amendments to IFRS 1 and IAS 28 are effective for 

annual periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018), 

  

 IFRIC 22 “Foreign Currency Transactions and Advance Consideration” (effective for annual 
periods beginning on or after 1 January 2018). 

 

The company anticipates that adopting these standards and amendments to the existing standards will not 
have a significant impact on the Company financial statements in the initial effective period.  
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Risk hedge accounting for a portfolio of financial assets and liabilities, the principles of which have not been 
adopted by the EU, remains unregulated. 
  

According to Company estimates, the use of risk hedge accounting for a portfolio of financial assets and 
liabilities according to IAS 39 “Financial Instruments: Recognition and Measurement” would not materially 
affect the financial statements, if applied on the balance date.  
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3.  SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES 
 
The accounting policies presented below have been consistently applied for all periods presented in these 

individual financial statements by the Company. 
 
a. Foreign currency   
 
(i) Foreign currency transactions ă 
 
The Company foreign currency transactions are recorded with the exchange rate communicated by the 

National Bank of Romania (“NBR”) for the transaction date. Foreign currency balances are converted into 
lei at the exchange rate communicated by the NBR on 31 December, 2017.   
 

Profit and losses resulting from the settlement of foreign currency transactions and from the conversion 
of monetary foreign currency assets and liabilities are recognized in the Individual Statement of the 
Global Result, as part of the financial result. 
 

b. Financial instruments 
 
(i) Non-derivative financial instruments 
 
The Company financial instruments are initially recognized on the transaction date, when the Company 
becomes part of the instrument contractual terms. 

 
The Company derecognises a financial asset when the contractual rights to asset-generated cash flows 
expire or when the rights to receive the contractual cash flows of the financial asset are transferred 
through a transaction where the risks and benefits of ownership over the financial asset are transferred 
significantly.  

 
The Company classifies its non-derivative financial assets as follows: receivables, cash and cash 

equivalents. Receivables include trade receivables and other receivables. 
 
CLIENTS AND SIMILAR ACCOUNTS 
 
Clients and similar accounts include invoices issued at nominal value and estimated receivables related to 
services provided, but invoiced in the period after the end of the period. Clients and similar accounts are 
recorded at amortized cost except impairment losses. The amortized cost of clients and similar accounts 

approximates the nominal value. Final losses may vary from current estimates. Due to the inherent lack 
of information regarding the financial standing of the clients and the lack of legal collection mechanisms, 
estimates of probable losses are uncertain. However, the management of the Company has made the 
best estimate of losses and considers that this estimate is reasonable in the given circumstances. In the 
estimation of losses, the Company also took into account previous experience, for a collective estimate, 
as presented in Note 3.i.(i). Trade receivables are recorded at the invoiced amount less adjustments for 

the impairment of these receivables (see Note 3.i.(i)).   
 
The nominal value of receivables with collection in instalments longer than a year is updated by taking 
into account the best estimate of an interest rate, in order to consider the value over time of the money. 
 
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS 
 

Cash and cash equivalents include cash balances and bank deposits at call and fixed-term bank deposits 
(with a payment term of 3 months or more than 3 months). 
 

(i) Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 

 
Financial assets are classified based on the company’s business model for the management of financial 
assets and the contractual cash flow characteristics of the financial asset. 
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3.  SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
Financial assets are classified in this category if they are acquired for the purpose of selling and/or re-

acquisition in the short term. This category includes investments in managed funds. These assets are 
mainly acquired to generate profit from short-term price fluctuations.  
 

Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss are recorded in the statement of financial standing at 

fair value. 

 

Profit or loss on these instruments is recognized directly in the profit and loss statement. 

 

(ii)              Non-derivative financial liabilities 

 
The Company initially recognizes the liability instruments issued and the subordinated liabilities on the 
transaction date, when the Company becomes part of the contractual terms of the liability. 
 
An entity must derecognize a financial liability (or part of a financial liability) in the Separate Statement 
on the Financial Standing when, and only when, it is liquidated, i.e. when the obligation specified in the 

contract is extinguished or cancelled or expires.  
 
These financial liabilities are initially recognized at fair value plus any directly attributable transaction 
costs. Subsequently to the initial recognition, these financial liabilities are measured at amortized cost. 
 
Liabilities to suppliers and other liabilities, initially recorded at fair value and subsequently measured 
using the effective interest method, include the value of the invoices issued by the suppliers of products, 

executed works and services rendered. 

 
(iii)              Share capital  

 
Ordinary shares are classified as part of equity. The Company recognizes the changes in the share capital 
under the conditions provided by the legislation in force and only after their approval by the General 
Meeting of Shareholders and their registration with the Trade Registry. Additional costs directly 

attributable to the issuance of shares are recognized as a deduction from equity, net of the effects of 
taxation.  
 
c. Dividends 

 
Dividends are recognized as liability in the period in which their allocation is approved. 

 
d.             Tangible assets 
 

(i) Recognition and assessment 
 
Tangible assets are initially recognized at cost of acquisition or production (if they are carried out by direct 
labour).  

 
The cost of an element of tangible assets is the cash equivalent of the price at the date of recognition.   
 
Elements included in tangible assets are measured as follows:  
 
 at revalued amount, being the fair value at the revaluation date minus any impairment and any 

accumulated impairment loss for the buildings and special constructions class of assets; 

 
 la cost, minus depreciation and adjustments cumulated from depreciation for the other groups of 

fixed assets. 
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3.  SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
d.  Tangible assets (continued) 

 
In the case of revaluation, the difference between the fair value and the value at historical cost is 
presented in the revaluation reserve. If the result of a revaluation is an increase from the net book value, 
then it is treated as follows: 
 
 as an increase in the revaluation reserve if there was no prior decrease recognized as an expense 

related to that asset; or 

  
 as an income to offset the expense against the decrease previously recognized for that asset. 

 

If the result of a revaluation is a decrease in net book value, it is treated as follows: 

 
 as an expense with the full amount of impairment, when an asset-related amount (revaluation surplus) 

is not recorded in the revaluation reserve; or 

 
 as a decrease in the revaluation reserve with the minimum of the value of that reserve and the value 

of the decrease, and any remaining uncovered difference is recorded as an expense. 

 
(i) Reclassification to investment property 

The Company reclassifies the tangible assets as investment property if and only if there is a change in use, 

evidenced by: 

 
(a) start of the use by the owner, for a transfer from the category of investment property to the category 

of property used by the owner; 

 
(b) commencement of the improvement process in the prospect of sale, for a transfer from the category 

of investment property to inventories; 

 
(c) termination of the use by the owner, for a transfer from the category of property used by the owner to 

the category of investment property; 

 
(d) commencement of an operating lease with another party, for a transfer from inventories to the 

investment property category. 

 
(ii) Subsequent costs 

Minor expenses with the repair or maintenance of fixed assets incurred to restore or maintain the value of 
these assets are recognized in the statement of comprehensive income at the date when they are incurred, 
while expenditures incurred to improve technical performance are capitalized and amortized over the 

remaining depreciation period of that fixed asset. Parts of certain elements of tangible assets may require 
replacement at regular intervals. An entity recognizes in the book value of an element of tangible assets 
the replacement cost of a spare part of such an element, when that cost occurs if the recognition criteria 
are met.  
 
When the Company recognizes in the book value of a tangible asset the cost of a partial replacement 
(replacement of a component), the book value of the replaced part with the related depreciation is 

removed from the accounting records. 
 

(ii) Depreciation of tangible assets  

 
Depreciation is calculated to decrease the cost, less the residual value, using the linear depreciation 
method over the lifetime of the fixed assets and of their components, which are separately accounted for. 
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3.  SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
d.  Tangible assets (continued) 

 
The estimated lifetimes on the main groups of tangible assets are as follows: 

 
Asset              Years 
 

Constructions           10 - 50 

Technical equipment and machinery        2 - 28 

Other equipment, cars, machinery and fixtures       5 – 15 

 

Assets undergoing execution are not depreciated. 
 

Lands are not depreciated. The lands presented in the financial statements have been revalued by the 
Company in accordance with legal regulations. The information is presented in Note 12 (i) (revaluation). 

If the book value of an asset is greater than the amount estimated to be recovered, the asset is 
depreciated at its recoverable amount. 
 
The cost of major investments and other subsequent expenses are included in the book value of the 
asset. Major investments are capitalized over the remaining lifetime of that asset. 
 
e. Intangible assets 

 
(i) Other intangible assets  

 

Other intangible assets acquired by the Company are stated at cost except for accumulated depreciation 

and impairment. 

 

Subsequent expenditure on intangible assets is capitalized only when it increases the future economic 
benefits generated by the asset to which it relates. Expenditure that does not meet these criteria is 
recognized as an expense when incurred. 

 
(ii) Depreciation of intangible assets 

 

Depreciation is recognized in the statement of comprehensive income based on the linear method over the 

estimated lifetime of the intangible asset. Most intangible assets registered by the Company are computer 

programs. They are linearly depreciated over a period of no more than 5 years. 

 

f.       Investment property e 

 
Investment property is held to earn rent income or increase the value of the capital, or both. Therefore, 
investment property generates treasury flows that are largely independent of other assets held by an 
entity.   

 
The Company's accounting policy for the subsequent valuation of investment property is based on the fair 
value model. Changes in fair value are recognized in the statement of comprehensive income. On 
December 31, 2017 the revaluation of investment property was carried out by a specialist committee of 
its own. 
 
g.       Assets acquired under leasing contracts 

 
Assets held as a result of financial leasing are identified as assets of the company at their fair value at the 
beginning of the lease term. 
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3.  SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
h.       Stocks 

 
Stocks are stated at the lower value of cost and net realizable value.  

 
The cost is determined using the first-in-first-out method (“FIFO”). 

 
The net realizable value is the estimated sale value less the estimated completion costs and the expenses 
incurred for the sale. 

 
Costs of finished products and semi-finished products include materials, direct labour, other direct costs 
and own expenses related to production (based on the operating activity). Net realizable value is the 

estimated sale price for ordinary transactions. Adjustments for inventory depreciation are recognized for 
those inventories that are slow, and physically or morally exploited. No adjustments shall be made to the 
inventories for which it could be estimated if they would be consumed in the near future, or if those 
inventories are safety inventories for certain equipment. 

 
b. Depreciation 

 
The book value of the Company’s non-financial assets, other than inventories and deferred tax assets, are 
reviewed at each reporting date to determine whether there is any evidence of impairment. An impairment 
loss is recognized if the book value of an asset or a cash-generating unit exceeds the estimated recoverable 

amount. 

 

The recoverable amount of an asset or a cash-generating unit is the maximum of the value of use and fair 
value, less sale costs. In determining the value of use, expected future cash flows are updated to determine 

the present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market valuations of the value over 
time of money and asset specific risks. For depreciation testing, assets that cannot be individually tested 
are grouped into the smallest asset group that generates cash inflows from continuing use and are largely 
independent of cash inflows generated by other assets or groups of assets (“cash-generating unit”). 

 

Impairment losses are recognized in the separate statement of comprehensive income. Impairment losses 
recognized in relation to cash-generating units are used first to reduce the book value of the goodwill 
allocated to units, if any, and then to proportionally reduce the book value of other assets within the unit 
(group of units). 
  
For all non-current assets, excluding goodwill, impairment losses recognized in prior periods are measured 
at each reporting date to determine whether there is evidence that the loss has decreased or is no longer 

present. An impairment loss is reversed if there has been any change in the estimates used to determine 
the recoverable amount. An impairment loss is reversed only to the extent that the book value of the asset 
does not exceed the book value that could have been determined, net of depreciation, had no impairment 

been recognized. 
 

(i) Financial assets (including receivables) 

 
Adjustment for impairment of trade receivables is established if there is objective evidence that the 
Company will not be in a position to collect all the amounts at the original due dates. The establishment of 
risk adjustments for the non-collection of trade receivables is made by including in the expenditure the 
amount of the necessary quantum of risk adjustments for non-collection of trade receivables related to the 
invoices in the balance, for which one of the following conditions is fulfilled: 
 

a) overdue trade receivables older than 90 days from the maturity date, for which the adjustment 
coefficient is 100%; 
 

b) reclassification of these exposures into one category, based on the principle of downgrading by 
contamination, the adjustment coefficient is 100% for all unpaid invoices in the balance. As a result 

of this downgrade, the outstanding client balance older than 90 days is depreciated. 
 

The Company derecognises a depreciation of the receivables previously established at the moment of 
recovery in full or proportionally to the amount recovered. 
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3.  SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
i.  Depreciation (continued) 

 
Determining the quantum of the adjustment for the depreciation of trade receivables to be established is 
based on the estimates made in collaboration with the Law Office and on the basis of the policies mentioned 
under (i). 
 
(i) Non-financial assets 

 

Tangible and other long-term assets are reviewed to identify impairment losses whenever events or 

changes in circumstances indicate that the book value can no longer be recovered. 

 

Impairment losses on non-financial assets are recognized in the statement of of the global result. 
 

j. Employee Benefits 

  

(i) Defined contribution plans 

In the normal course of business, the Company pays health, pension and state unemployment 

benefits to its employees at statutory rates. 

 
All employees of the Company are members of the Romanian state's pension plan. These costs are 

recognized in the Statement of Comprehensive Income once the salary is recognized. 

 

The Company is not engaged in any independent pension scheme and therefore has no other 

obligations in this respect. 

 
Also, according to the Collective Bargaining Agreement, when fulfilling the legal conditions for 

retirement, for uninterrupted seniority in the Company, respectively, employees are entitled to receive 

a monetary reward. 

 
As of December 31, 2017, the Company's management did not measure the present value of future 

liabilities in respect of these benefits in kind and monetary rewards based on an actuarial basis and 
recorded a provision on these liabilities based on an internal review. 

 

(ii) Short-term benefits 

  

The short-term benefits of employees include salaries, bonuses and social security contributions. Short-
term benefits of employees are recognized as an expense when services are rendered. A provision is 

recognized for the amounts expected to be paid in the form of short-term cash receipts under the conditions 
in which the Company currently has a legal or constructive obligation to pay those amounts as a result of 

past services rendered by employees and if that obligation can be reliably estimated. 
 

(i) Benefits for termination of employment contracts  
 

The Company grants the following benefits to employees in the event of termination of the employment 
contract as a result of retirement, as follows: 

 

 Employees retiring for old age, invalidity, anticipated in part or in anticipation will receive an end-
of-career reward as follows: 

 
- those with a company seniority of over 15 years, two average basic salaries negotiated by the 
company; 
- those with a seniority in society ranging from 5 to 15 years, an average basic salary negotiated 

by the company; 
 
 Employees retiring as a result of a work-related accident or event and having a company age of 

between 0 and 5 years will benefit from a basic salary negotiated by the company. 
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 3.  SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
j.    Provisions  

 
Provisions are recognized when the Company has a legal or constructive obligation arising from a 
previous event, when for the settlement of the obligation a resource outflow is likely to be necessary 
and when a credible estimate can be made as to the amount of the obligation. 

  
Provisions for restructuring, litigations and other provisions for risks and expenses are recognized 
when the Company has a legal or constructive obligation arising from a previous event, when for the 
settlement of the obligation a resource outflow is likely to be necessary and when a credible estimate 
can be made as to the amount of the obligation. Restructuring provisions include the direct costs 
generated by restructuring, i.e. those that are necessarily generated by the restructuring process and 
are not related to the continuous development of the company's business. 

 

(i) Warranties 

 

Warranty provisions for customers are estimated by the Company based on the incurred cost of 

repairs during the warranty period in relation to the turnover value of the previous financial year. 

 

(ii) Employee Benefits 

 
The Company provides provisions for the benefits of employees granted upon retirement termination 
of the employment contract. Determination of the provision amount to be established is realized by 
taking into account the provisions of the collective labour agreement of the Company valid at the date 
of the provision. 

 

(iii) Litigations 

 
The Company makes provisions for litigations if there is a legal or implicit obligation arising from a 
litigation in progress. Determination of the provision amount to be established is realized based on the 
estimates made by the law firm. 

 

(iv) Other provisions 

 
The Company makes any other provision when the Company has a legal or constructive obligation 
arising from a previous event, when for the settlement of the obligation a resource outflow is likely to 
be necessary and when a credible estimate can be made as to the amount of the obligation. 
 

   No provisions for future operating losses are recognized.  
 
k. Revenue  

 
(i) Sale of goods 

Revenue includes the invoiced amount for the sale of products without VAT, rebates or discounts. 
Revenue earned by the Company is identified on the basis of the products sale. 

 
Revenues from the sale of goods must be recognized by the Company when all the following conditions 
have been met: 

 
 the company transferred to the buyer the significant risks and benefits of ownership of the 

goods; 
 the company no longer manages the goods sold at the level they would normally have done 

when owning them and no longer has effective control over them; 

 the amount of revenues can be reliably measured; 
 it is likely that the economic benefits associated with the transaction will be generated for the entity; 

and 
 the costs incurred or to be incurred in connection with the transaction can be reliably measured. 
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3.  SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
l. Revenues (continued) 

 
(ii) Sale of goods(continued) 
 
The sale of the products is recognized when transferring important risks and benefits to the client. This 
occurs when the Company has sold or delivered the products to the customer, the latter has accepted the 
products, and the ability to reimburse the respective amounts is reasonably assured. 

 

(iii) Rendering of services 
 

Service rendering is recognized in the accounting exercise in which services are rendered by reference to 
the execution percentage of the transaction. 

 
(iv) Rent revenue 

 

Rent revenue is recognized in the accounting exercise in which it is provided. 
 

l.  Government grants 

 
Government grants for the acquisition of fixed assets are recognized as deferred income and assigned as 
a systematic and reasonable income over the life of the asset. 

 
m. Suppliers and assimilated accounts 

 
Debts to suppliers and other debts, initially recorded fair value and subsequently measured using the 
effective interest rate method, include the counter value of the invoices issued by the suppliers of 
products, executed works and rendered services. 

 

n. Financial revenues and expenses 
 

Interest revenues and expense are recognized in the statement of comprehensive income using the 

effective interest method. 

 
Dividend revenues is recognized in the Statement of Comprehensive Income at the date when the right 

to receive such income is established. 

 

Exchange rate differences arising on the settlement of monetary items or the conversion of monetary 
items to rates other than those to which they were converted at initial recognition (during the period) or 
in previous financial statements are recognized as a loss or gain in the Statement of Comprehensive 
Income in the period in which they appear. 
 
o.   Contingencies 

 
Contingent debts are not recognized in the accompanying financial statements. They are presented if 

there is the possibility of an outflow of resources representing possible, but not probable, economic 
benefits, and/or that the value can be reliably estimated. A contingent asset is not recognized in the 
accompanying financial statements but is presented when an input of economic benefits is probable. 
 

p. Corporate tax 

  
Corporate tax at December 31, 2017 includes current tax and deferred tax. 

 

Current tax is the tax that is expected to be paid or received for taxable income or loss realized within the 
year, using tax rates adopted or largely adopted at the reporting date, as well as any adjustment to the 
income tax liability for previous years. Current tax to be paid also includes any tax receivable which arises 
from the declaration of dividends. 
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3.  SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 
q. Corporate tax (continued) 

 
Current tax is the tax that is expected to be paid or received for taxable income or loss realized within 
the year, using tax rates adopted or largely adopted at the reporting date, as well as any adjustment to 
the income tax liability for previous years. Current tax to be paid also includes any tax receivable which 
arises from the declaration of dividends. 

  
Deferred tax is recognized in respect of temporary differences between the carrying amount of assets 
and liabilities used for the purpose of financial reporting and the tax base used for the tax calculation. 
Deferred tax is not recognized for the following temporary differences: 

 the initial recognition of assets or liabilities arising from a transaction that is not a business 

combination and does not affect its accounting or tax profit or loss; 

 differences in investments in subsidiaries or jointly controlled entities, to the extent that they 

are unlikely to resume in the future; and 

 taxable temporary differences arising from the initial recognition of goodwill. 

 
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are offset only if there is a legal right to offset current tax liabilities 
and assets, and if it relates to taxes levied by the same tax authority to the same entity, or a different 
taxable entity but which intends to conclude a convention on current tax assets and liabilities on a net 
basis or whose assets and liabilities from taxation will be simultaneously made. 

 
A deferred tax asset is recognized for unused tax losses, tax credits and deductible temporary 
differences, to the extent that it is probable that the realization of taxable profits will be available in 
the future and will be used. Deferred tax assets are reviewed at each reporting date and are diminished 
to the extent that it is no longer probable that a tax benefit will be realized. The effect of tax rate 
changes on deferred tax is recognized in the Individual Statement of Global Result , except to when it 
relates to previously positions directly recognized in equity. 

 
Income tax is recognized in the Individual Statement of Global Result  or other comprehensive income 
if the tax is attributable to equity. 

 
Current tax is the tax paid on the profit realized in the current period, determined on the basis of the 
percentages applied at the reporting date and of the all adjustments relating to the previous periods. 
The current profit tax rate is 16%. 

 

Deferred tax is calculated on the basis of the tax rates that are expected to be applicable to temporary 
differences upon their resumption, based on the legislation in force at the reporting date.  

 

q. Earnings per share 

 
Basic earnings per share are calculated by dividing the net income attributable to shareholders to the 
number of ordinary shares outstanding at the end of the year. 

  

r. The principle of continuity in the activity 

 
The individual financial statements have been prepared based on the principle of continuity in the 
activity, which assumes that the Company will normally continue to operate in a foreseeable 
future without going into the impossibility of continuing the activity or without significantly 
reducing it. To measure the applicability of this assumption, the management examines the 
projections of future cash inflows. Based on these analyses, the management believes that the 

Company will be able to continue its business in the foreseeable future, and therefore the 
application of the principle of continuity in the activity in the preparation of the financial 
statements is justified.
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3.  SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES (continued) 
 

s. Affiliated parties 

 
In accordance with the definition of affiliated parties presented in IAS 24, the Company has identified the 
following affiliated parties: 
 

Entity  Nature of relationship  

 
SIF Moldova 

 
Parent Company 

 
Romanian Opportunities Fund. loc. Windward Caiman 

 
Significant shareholder 

 
Transport Ceahlau SRL 

 
Affiliated company 

 
t. Reporting on segments 

 

q. Reporting on segments 

 
A segment is a part of the Company that engages in segments of activity from which it can obtain income 
and record expenses (including income and expenses related to transactions with other parts of the 
same entity) whose operating results are regularly monitored by the Company's management so as to 
make decisions about the resources to be allocated to the segment and to evaluate its performances 
and for which distinctive financial information is available. The Company does not have significant 
geographical or activity segments in accordance with IFRS 8, "Operating Segments", and does not have 
an internal management and reporting structure divided by segments. 

 

 

3. DETERMINING FAIR VALUE 

 
Certain Company accounting policies and information disclosure requirements require the determination 
of fair value for both financial and non-financial assets and liabilities. Fair values have been determined 
for the purpose of measuring and/or presenting of information based on the methods described below. 
Where appropriate, additional information on assumptions used to determine fair value is disclosed in 
the notes to the respective asset or liability. 

 
Fair value is the price that would have been received as a result of the sale of an asset or the price that 
would have been paid to transfer a liability through a normal transaction between market participants at 
the measurement date, regardless of whether that price is observable or estimated using a direct 
measurement technique. When estimating the fair value of an asset or liability, the Company considers 
the characteristics of the asset or liability that market participants would consider in determining the 
price of the asset or liability at the measurement date. Fair value for measurement and/or presentation 
purposes in the individual financial statements is determined on such basis, except for measurements 
similar to the fair value, but not representing the fair value, such as the net realizable value in IAS 2 or 
value in use in IAS 36. 
 
In addition, for financial reporting purposes, fair value measurements are classified in Level 1, 2 or 3, 

depending on the extent to which the information necessary to determine fair value is observable and 
the importance of that information to the Company, as follows: 

 Level 1 information - quoted (unadjusted) prices, on active markets, for assets and liabilities 

identical to those that the Company measures; 

 Level 2 information - information other than quoted prices included in level 1 that are observable 

for the asset or liability measured, directly or indirectly; and 

 Level 3 information - unobservable information for asset or liability. 
 

(i) Tangible assets 
 

The Company proceeds to reassess tangible and intangible fixed assets under its heritage with sufficient 
regularity for them to be presented in the financial statements at fair value. 
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5.   REVENUES 
 

 2017 2016 

 
Sales of goods 44,097,360 

 
36,824,455 

Services rendered 201,048 266,094 

Revenues from the rental of real estate investments 272,784 233,600 

 
Total revenues 44,571,192 

 
37,324,149 

 
The Company turnover for 2017 is of RON 44,571,192 (on December 31, 2016: RON 37,324,149), of 
which RON 4,825,453 to export (on December 31, 2016:RON 2,549,758 ) and RON 39,745,739 internally 
(on December 31, 2016: RON 34,774,391). 

 

By structure, the main source of turnover was the sale of own production, with a share of 75%. 
The share of products under distribution - Steyr tractors, Projet herbicide equipment, Stoll front loaders - 
in the turnover of the company was in 2017 of 28%. 
 
The 2017 turnover was 9% higher than the 2017 Income and Expenditure Budget and 19% higher than 
the results obtained in 2016.   

 
 
 

6.    OTHER REVENUES 
 

 2017 2016 

Revenues from subsidies for operating activities 
associated to other revenues 25,000 

 
37,174 

Revenues from compensations and penalties 5,553 58,141 
Revenues from investment subsidies 2,277 2,277 
Other operating revenues 62,949 29,878 

Revenues from the production of intangible and tangible 
non-current assets - 448,658 

 
Total other revenues 95,779 576,128 

 

  
 
7.     OTHER EXPENSES  

 

 2017 2016 

 
Expenses related to the external services 12,176,370 8,131,359 

Expenses with taxes, duties and similar amounts payable 147,228 172,262 

Other operating expenses 312,756 294,935 

 

Total other expenses 12,636,354 

 

8,598,556 
 
 

 

The expenses with external services mainly consist of: 
 
                       -   expenses related to the payment fees for the services of the dealers in  
                           accordance with the agreements, amounting to RON 7,700 thousand, 

                       -  expenses with the externally contracted manpower (management and BoA  
agreements) amounting to RON 1,716 thousand 
                       -   other expenses with third-party services amounting to RON 1,186 thousand. 
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7.      OTHER EXPENSES (continued) 
 

 2017 2016 

 
Other operating expenses 312,756 

 
294,935 

 

(i) Compensation, fines and penalties 2,525 

 

10,955 

 
(ii) Sponsorship - 

 
- 

 
(iii) Employee benefits 105,429 

 
61,223 

 
     Social benefits 14,264 

 
5,937 

     Stimulation fund 31,200 12,786 

    Gift vouchers 59,965 42,500 

 
(iv) Other operating expenses 204,802 

 
222,757 

 

 
 
8.      EXPENSES RELATING TO SALARIES, SOCIAL SECURITY CONTRIBUTIONS AND OTHER 

BENEFITS 
 
Salaries and social security contributions 

 

 2017 
 

2016 

 

Salaries 5,360,546 

 

4,906,903 
Mandatory social security contributions 1,513,349 1,506,492 
Unused paid leave 52,251 137,500 

Net profit share of directors and executive management - 
 

- 
Vouchers granted 394,620 396,035 

 
Total 7,320,766 

 
6,946,930 

 
Average number of employees 163 

 
172 

   

 
According to the collective labour agreement, the employee benefit plan contains: 
  
- Social benefits amounting to RON 14,264.  According to art. 110 of the applicable CLA, the 

company provides social aid in the event of death, equal to an average salary negotiated in the 
relevant month at company level, bears the costs of treatments, prostheses and medication in the 
event of a workplace accident; 

 
- gifts in salary amounting to RON 31,200 granted in accordance with art. 124 of the applicable CLA. 

For celebrating March 8, a stimulation fund is set up for women; 
 

- gift vouchers amounting to RON 59,965 granted in accordance with art. 63 of the applicable CLA.  
 

The short-term benefits granted to employees are recognized as expenses at the time of rendering the 

services.  
 

The company has established provisions for the employee benefits granted upon termination of 
employment by retirement, according to the Collective Labor Agreement applicable on December 31, 
2017, the information is presented in Note 22 Provisions for “Employee benefits”. 
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9.     FINANCIAL REVENUES AND EXPENSES 
   
Recognized in the Global result statement 

             2017             2016 

 
Interest income relating to loans granted and present 
value of receivables 

 
- 

 
- 

Interest income relating to bank deposits 8,322 2,307 
Net foreign exchange gains - - 
Net gains relating to financial assets 50,834 64,656 
Other financial revenues 5,297 3,869 

 
Total financial revenues  64,452 

 
70,832 

 

Interest expenses 
63,998 50,006 

Net foreign exchange loss 112,395 24,722 
Other financial expenses 540,079 889,117 

 
Total Financial expenses 716,471 

 
963,845 

 
Net financial result (652,019) 

 
(893,013) 

 
Financial revenues are recognized in the Global result statement under an accrual-based 
accounting system using the effective interest rate method. 

  
The net gains relating to financial assets held at fair value through the profit and loss account is an 
increase in the value of the owned fund units, pursuant to the valuation on December 31, 2017. 

 
Financial expenses include the interests and discounts granted, as well as the foreign exchange losses. 

 

Foreign exchange gains and losses are reported on a net basis. The value of foreign exchange gains on 
December 31, 2017 is of RON 103,729 while the value of foreign exchange losses is RON 216,124. 
 
Other financial expenses represent financial discounts granted to clients. 
 

 
10.     EXPENSES WITH CORPORATE TAX 

 

Corporate tax  
  

2017 2016 

    
Current corporate tax 414,274 366,853 

 Deferred corporate tax Revenue / (Expense) (708,058) 66,551 

 

  2017 2016 

 
Accounting profit before tax (1,883,252) 2,427,048 

Expenses relating to a 16% corporate tax (118,383) 424,010 
Effect of non-taxable revenues (363,226) (217,347) 
Effect of non-deductible expenses in determining the 
taxable profit 

 
895,883 160,190 

Effect of temporary differences (708,058) 66,551 

 
Corporate tax (293,784) 433,404 
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11.     RECEIVABLES AND DEBTS RELATING TO THE DEFERRED TAX 
 

On May 1, 2009, the provisions of the Government Emergency Ordinance no. 34 became effective, which 

served to limit the deductibility of certain expenses when calculating the corporate tax, where the greatest 
influence was represented by the non-deductible nature of depreciating the re-valuations performed 
pursuant to 2004, with a significant impact on the corporate tax expenses of the Company. On December 
31, 2017, the unused re-valuation reserve, relating to re-evaluations performed after January 1, 2004, is 
of RON 4.247.350,11. 
 
Debts relating the deferred income are represented by the corporate tax values, payable in future 

accounting periods, concerning the taxable temporary differences. The tax rate used to determine the 
deferred corporate tax is provided in the fiscal regulations applicable at the date of drawing up the 
financial statements, specifically 16%. 
 

On December 31, 2017, deferred tax receivables were recognized for those provisions in the balance that 
were non-deductible at the time of calculating the current corporate tax.  

 

Receivables and debts relating to the deferred tax are associated with the following elements: 
 

 ASSETS DEBTS       NET 

 
December 31, 

2017 
January 

1st, 2017 

December 
31, 

2017 
January 

1st, 2017 

December 
31, 

2017 
January 1st, 

2017 

 
Tangible assets - - 95,953 81,624 (95,953) 

 
 

(67,294) 
 
Trade receivables - - - - - 

 
- 

Provisions and 
adjustments 

 
1,149,443 

 
412,725 - - 

 
1,149,443 

 
412,725 

 
Re-valuation reserves - - 2,641,981 2,644,918 (2,461,981) 

 
 (2,644,918) 

 
Fiscal facility reserves - - 54,276 54,276 (54,276) 

 
 

(54,276) 

 
Total 1,149,443 412,725 2,612,210 2,780,818 (1,462,767) 

 
(2,353,763) 
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12.     TANGIBLE ASSETS 
 

 

Land 

and buildings 

Machinery and 

equipment 

Fixtures and 

fittings 

Under 

construction 
Total  
2016 

COST      
 
Balance on January 1st, 2016 

 
19,080,300 

 
14,964,019 

 
215,473 

 
31,520 

 
34,291,312 

Incoming fixed assets 89,075 1,033,826 11,024 170,910 1,304,835 

Outgoing fixed assets - 291,390 - 202,430 493,820 

 
Balance on December 31, 2016 19,169,375 15,706,455 226,497 - 35,102,327 

 
 
CUMULATIVE DEPRECIATION      
 

Balance on January 1st, 2016 

 

1,008,198 

 

10,849,756 

 

171,608 

 

- 

 

12,029,562 

Depreciation during the year 489,453 1,031,423 23,124  1,544,000 
Cumulative depreciation reversal - - - - - 

Cumulative depreciation associated with outgoings - 291,391 - - 291,391 

 

Balance on December 31, 2016 1,497,651 11,589,788 194,732 - 13,282,171 

 
 
ADJUSTMENTS FOR DEPRECIATION      
 
Balance on January 1st, 2016 33,490 - - - 33,490 

Adjustments established during the year 8,155 - - - 8,155 
Reversal of depreciation adjustments - - - - - 

 
Balance on December 31, 2016 41,645 - - - 41,645 

 

Balance on January 1st, 2016 18,038,612 4,114,263 43,865 31,520 22,228,260 

 
Balance on December 31, 2016 17,630,080 4,116,667 31,765 - 21,778,511 
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12.     TANGIBLE ASSETS (continued) 
 

 

Land 

and buildings 

Machinery and 

equipment 

Fixtures and 

fittings 

In progress Total  
2017 

COST      
 
Balance on January 1st, 2017 19,169,375 15,706,455 226,497 - 35,102,327 

Incoming fixed assets 488,652 2,962,570 - 1,010,670 4,461,892 

Outgoing fixed assets - - - 653,799 653,799 
Reclassification in real estate investments  1,073,009 - - - 1,073,009 

 
Balance on December 31, 2017 18,585,019 18,669,025 226,497 356,871 37,837,411 

 
 
CUMULATIVE DEPRECIATION    -  

 
Balance on January 1st, 2017 1,497,651 11,589,788 194,732 - 13,282,171 

Depreciation during the year 491,886 1,259,203 10,240 - 1,761,329 

Cumulative depreciation reversal - - - - - 
Cumulative depreciation associated with outgoings - - - - - 

 
Balance on December 31, 2017 1,989,537 12,848,991 204,972 - 15,043,500 

 
 
ADJUSTMENTS FOR DEPRECIATION      
 

Balance on January 1st, 2017 41,644 - - - 41,644 

Adjustment made during the year 49,799 217,004 - - 266,803 
Resuming impairment adjustments   41,644 - - - 41,644 

 
Balance on December 31, 2017 49,799 217,004 - - 266,803 

 
Balance on January 1st, 2017 17,630,080 4,116,667 31,765 - 21,778,511 

 

Balance on December 31, 2017 16,545,682 5,603,028 21,524 356,871 22,527,105 
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12.     Tangible assets (continued) 
 

(i) (i)  Revaluation 

 
On December 31, 2005, all assets in the property of the Company were re-valued in accordance with 
the regulations in effect at that time, based on a report drawn up by an independent evaluator. 
Valuations were based on the fair value, that is closest in value to the transactions at that date. The re-
valuation surplus was recognized as a re-valuation reserve in the equity. 

 
On December 31, 2007, the Company has re-valued the tangible assets - group: “Buildings”, based on 
a report drawn up by an independent evaluator, member of ANEVAR. The valuations were based on the 
fair value, that is the closest in value to the transactions and the inflation index at that date. The re-
valuation surplus was recognized as a re-valuation reserve in the equity. 

 
On December 31, 2010, the tangible assets - group: “Buildings” of the Company were re-valued by an 
internal committee of experts and revised by an evaluator, member of ANEVAR. The re-valuation focused 
on the adjustment of the net book values of tangible assets in the “Buildings” group to their fair value, 
that is the closest in value to the transactions at that date, considering their physical condition and market 
value. The re-valuation surplus was recognized as a re-valuation reserve in the equity. The deduction 
offsetting the previous growth of the same asset is diminished from the previously established reserve; 
all other deductions are recognized as a cost in the Global result statement. 

 
On December 31, 2013, the tangible assets - group: “Buildings” of the Company were re-valued by an 
independent evaluator, member of ANEVAR. The re-valuation focused on the adjustment of the net book 

values of tangible assets, special buildings and constructions, to their fair value. The re-valuation surplus 
was recognized as a re-valuation reserve in the equity, respectively as an income if, pursuant to a previous 
re-valuation, a re-evaluation expense was recorded. The deduction offsetting the previous growth of the 
same asset is diminished from the previously established reserve; all other deductions are recognized as a 
cost in the Global result statement.. 

 
The pieces of land are presented at their net asset value in the balance sheet, the last revaluation of the 

land being recorded in 2005. The pieces of land were not revaluated after this date due to the fact that 
there is no active market for these pieces of land.  
 

(i)  Pledged or mortgaged tangible assets 
 

 
On December 31, 2017, the Company holds pledged or mortgaged tangible assets with a total book value 
of RON 1,049,695 which lands amounting to RON 515,829 and buildings amounting to RON 533,866. 
 
he net book value of the fixed assets purchased under financial leasing was of RON 235,152 in December 
31, 2017. 
 

(iii)  Value adjustments 
 
In 2017, the Company recorded value adjustments for the two pieces of equipment that were 

developed through the project “Promotion in Romania of energetic willow cultivation technology as an 
alternative source of clean energy” amounting to RON 217,004, as it was deemed that the revenues 
generated by rental do not cover the depreciation charge during the useful life. 
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13.     INTANGIBLE ASSETS 
 

 

Patents, 
licenses 

and 

trademarks 

Other 
fixed 

assets 

Pending 
intangible 

assets  Total 

COST     
 
Balance on January 1st, 2016 65,883 645,606 - 711,489 

Purchases 448,658 97,958 - 546,616 
Outgoing intangible assets - - -  

 

Balance on December 31, 2016 514,541 743,564 - 1,258,105 

     

DEPRECIATION AND DEPRECIATION LOSSES 

    
 

Balance on January 1st, 2016 65,883 572,638 - 638,521 

Depreciation during the yea - 48,462  48,462 
Cumulative depreciation associated with 
outgoings - - - - 

 
Balance on December 31, 2016 65,883 621,100  686,983 

     
Balance on January 1st, 2016 - 72,968 - 72,968 

 
Balance on December 31, 2016 448,658 122,464 - 571,122 

 

 

Patents, 
licenses 

and 

trademarks 

Other 
fixed 

assets 

Pending 
intangible 

assets  Total 

COST     
 
Balance on January 1st, 2017 514,541 743,564 - 1,258,105 

 
Purchases 13,786 45,108 16,686 75,580 
Outgoing intangible assets - - - - 

 
Balance on December 31, 2017 528,327 788,671 16,686 1,333,684 

     

CUMULATED DEPRECIATION     
 
Balance on January 1st, 2017 65,883 621,100 - 686,983 

Depreciation during the year 90,421 56,963 - 147,384 

Outgoing intangible assets     

 
Balance on December 31, 2017 156,304 678,063 - 834,367 

     
ADJUSTMENT FOR DEPRECIATION      
Balance on January 1st, 2017 - - - - 
Adjustment made during the year 358,926 - - 358,926 

Resuming of the impairment adjustments - - - - 

 
Balance on December 31, 2017 358,926 - - 358,926 

 
Balance on January 1st, 2017 448,658 122,464 - 571,122 

 
Balance on December 31, 2017 13,097 110,609 16,686 140,392 
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13.     INTANGIBLE ASSETS (continued) 
 
Intangible assets on December 31, 2017, at a net value of RON 140.392 ( January 1st, 2016: RON 

571.122), are represented by the undepreciated value of licenses, technological documentation and 
computer software used. 
 
Depreciation of the intangible assets  

 
The depreciation period for intangible assets is limited to 10 years.  
 

Value adjustments for intangible assets  
 
On December 31, 2017, the Company recorded  value adjustments for intangible assets amounting to 
RON 358,926  for the execution documentation for the technical equipment for cutting, feeding and 

chopping willow stalks  developed through the project “Promotion in Romania of energetic willow 
cultivation technology as an alternative source of clean energy” 

 

14.     REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS 

 2017 2016 

   

Net value 535,400 465,631 

 

 2017 2016 

   

Balance on January 1st, 
 

465,631 465,631 

 

Purchases/sales of real estate investments  69,768 - 

Land reclassification   1,073,009  

 Earnings/losses from the evaluation at fair value   - - 

   
Balance on December 31, 1,608,408 465,631 

 
 

Real estate investment comprises a number of 14 commercial properties and the related land that are 
leased to third parties under 12 month agreements with an option for extension. 
 
For a better presentation, the Company reclassified 5,345 sqm of land located in Aurel Vlaicu as investment 
property.  

 
In 2017, the Company acquired a real estate in Baldovinesti Commune, Vadeni, Braila County, a building 
amounting to RON 69,768. 
  
The real estate investments are real estate properties (lands, buildings or parts of a building) owned by 
the company for leasing purposes, via operational leasing, or for their increases in value.  The company 

has assessed the market value of its real estate investments based on an evaluation report drawn out by 

an evaluator authorized by ANEVAR. 
  
The value of the leasing revenues for 2017 was RON 272,784. The company has not performed significant 
repairs and has not undertaken other costs relating to real estate investment in 2017. 
 
Certain properties also include a part that is owned for leasing purposes and another part owned for the 

production of goods, performance of services or for administrative purposes. In cases where the part owned 
for leasing purposes does not occupy a significant share, the property continues to be treated as a tangible 
asset. 
 
The company uses the fair value method, as presented in note 3, item f. “Real estate investment”. 
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15.     INVENTORIES 
 
 2017 2016 

 

Raw materials and consumables 1,783,784 

 
1,392,372 

Work in progress 1,244,611 1,944,527 
Semi-finished goods 81,417 64,112 
Finished goods 10,385,856 9,423,228 

Goods  3,565,398 2,044,870 
Adjustments for depreciation (1,152,468) (79,636)) 

 
Net value of inventories 15,908,598 

 
14,789,473 

   
 

The value of any inventory write-down to its net realizable value and all inventory losses are 
recognized as an expense for the period in which the write-down or loss has occurred. 
The adjustments for the depreciation of raw materials, consumables, semi-finished goods, finished goods 

and goods purchased for resale are recognized for those inventories that are moved slowly, physically or 
morally outdated. The adjustment does not cover those inventories for which an estimation could not be 
made as to whether they will be placed in consumption in a brief time or if those inventories are 
designated as backup inventories. 
 
Adjustments for depreciation of inventories in the amount of RON 1.152.468 originate from: 
 

                  - adjustments for raw materials and other materials:          RON   72,577; 
                  - adjustments for moulds, sdv-s:                          RON   392,102; 
                  - adjustments for production in progress    RON   116,171; 
                  - adjustments for finished products:                           RON   479,422; 

                  - adjustments for goods RON   91,657.  
 
 

16.     TRADE AND SIMILAR RECEIVABLES, OTHER RECEIVABLES AND ACCRUED EXPENSES  
 

 2017 2016 

 
Trade Receivables 16,552,333 13,877,572 
Adjustments for the depreciation of trade 
receivables (2,006,382) (1,496,976) 

 
Net trade receivables 14,545,951 

 
12,380,596 

  
Various debtors 201,226 282,988 

Suppliers – debtors 48,672 67,816 
VAT receivable and under settlement 47,675 66,825 

Adjustment for other receivables (105,052) (106,530) 
Other receivables 74,543 302,327 

 
Total 14,813,015 

 
12,994,022 

 
The fair value of trade receivables and other receivables reflects their value less the adjustments for 

depreciation. 
 

On December 31, 2017, the net trade receivables amounting to RON 14,545,951 (December 31, 2016: 
RON 12,380,596) are deemed to be fully performing, 
 
On December 31, 2017, the Company has received from its customers, as guarantees, promissory notes 

and cheques, amounting to RON 1,638,852 (December 31, 2016 in the amount of RON  1,223,643) 
according to contractual clauses. 
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16.     TRADE AND SIMILAR RECEIVABLES, OTHER RECEIVABLES AND ACCRUED EXPENSES 
(continued) 

 

On December 31, 2017, adjustments were made for the depreciation of receivables from internal 
customers, in a total amount of RON 2,006,382 (December 31, 2015: RON 1,496,976). Consideration 
was given to the fact that there is no reliable evidence supporting that these receivables will be collected 
 
During 2017, from the adjustments made beforehand, an amount of RON 29.354 was recovered through 
collections of receivables based on legal documents. 

  

Based on age, at the date of reporting, the structure of the trade receivables was: 
 

 

Depreciatio

n 

 
2017 

Gross value  
2017 

Depreciatio

n 

2016 
Gross value  

2016 

 

Undue - 10,222,664 - 8,515,966 
Due for 0 to 90 days - 2,715,148 - 1,862,403 
Due for 91 to 270 days - 456,831 - 1,923,177 
Due for 271 to 365 days - 556,815 - 38,062 
Due for over a year 2,006,382 2,600,875 1,496,976 40,988 

 
 2,006,382 16,552,333 1,496,976 12,380,596 

 
On December 31, 2017 adjustments for the depreciation of other receivables amount to RON 105,052 
(January 1st, 2017: RON 106,530).  
 

The Company's trade receivables are expressed in the following currencies: 
 

FOREIGN CURRENCY  
 

December 31, 
2017 

January 1st  
2017 

   
EUR 370,896 309,700 
LEI 14,175,055 12,070,896 

 

Total 14,545,951 12,380,596 
 

 

Value adjustments of the commercial receivables and of other receivables are the following: 
 

 

 
December 31, 

2017 
December 31, 

2016 

 
On January 1st  1,603,506 1,673,342 

 
Recognized adjustments for depreciation 538,759 - 
Recovered adjustments for depreciation 30,832 69,836 

 

At the end of the period 2,111,433 1,603,506 
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16. CASH, CASH EQUIVALENTS AND FINANCIAL ASSETS AT FAIR VALUE 

 
 

(i) Cash and cash equivalents 

 

 
December 31, 

 2017 
January 1st  

 2017 

 
Cash in hand, bank accounts and cash equivalents 4,674,261 4,980,905 
Values to collect 145,478 22,099 

 
Total 4,819,739 5,003,004 

 

During 2017, adjustments were made for mutual debts and underwriting trade effects amounting to RON 
2.728.110 (2016 the amount of RON 2.103.547). 
 

Financial assets at fair value in the profit and loss account 

 
December 31, 

2017 
January 1st  

 2017 

 
Financial assets - fund units 3,091,947 3,046,521 
Short term bank deposits 1,000,000 - 

 
Total 4,091,947 3,046,521 

 

On December 31, 2017, the Company owns, at fair value, the following fund unit investments: 
 

1 Fund Type 
 

Fund management 
company 

Number of 

fund 

units 

 

Value of 

fund 

units 

 

 
Open investment fund BT 
OBLIGATIUNI  BT Asset Management 144,993 2,568,261 

 
Open investment fund 
SIMFONIA 1 SG Asset Management - BRD 13,063 523,686 

 
On December 31, 2017 the company has two short term bank deposits  opened with Banca Comerciala 
Romana (1 year) with fixed interest in total value of RON 1,000,000.  
 

 
18.     CAPITAL AND RESERVES 
 

a.  Share capital 

 

 
Subscribed and paid share capital on December 31, 
2017 RON 23,990,846  

 

Number of subscribed and paid shares on December 31, 
2017 239,908,460 shares 

 

Nominal share value 0,10 lei 

Features of the issued, subscribed and paid shares 
Ordinary, nominative, 

dematerialized 
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The Company's securities (shares) are registered and traded on the Bucharest Stock Exchange, under 
category II. All shares provide the same voting right.  
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18.     CAPITAL AND RESERVES (continued) 
 
a.  Share capital (continued) 

 
On December 31, 2017 the Company’s share capital was not modified in the meaning of decreasing or 
increasing it.  
 
The share capital registered on December 31, 2017 is of RON 23,990,846. 

 
The Company's shareholder structure is the following: 

 

December 31, 2017 
Number of 

shares Amount (lei) % 

 

SIF Moldova 
175,857,653 17,585,765,30 73,3020 

Roumanian Opportunities Fund, loc, Windward 
Caiman 

48,477,938 4,847,793,80 20,2068 

Other shareholders, of which:    
 - legal entities 3,188,438 318,843,80 1,3290 
 - individuals 12,384,431 1,238,443,10 5,1621 

    
TOTAL 239,908,460 23,990,846 100,00 

 

December 31, 2016 
Number of 

shares 
Amount 

(lei) % 

 
SIF Moldova 

 
151,866,807 

15,186,681 63,3020 

Roumanian Opportunities Fund, loc, Windward 
Caiman 

72,468,784 7,246,878 30,2068 

Other shareholders, of which: 15,572,869 1,557,287 6,4912 

 - legal entities 2,959,930 295,993 1,2338 
 - individuals 12,612,939 1,261,294 5,2574 

    

TOTAL 239,908,460 23,990,846 100,00 

 
b, Reserves 

 

 
December 31,  

2017 
December 31,  

2016 

 

Reserves from the revaluation of tangible assets 11,453,460 12,596,817 
Legal reserves 2,226,856 2,226,856 
Other reserves 5,074,973 4,272,302 

 

Total 18,755,289 19,095,975 

 

(i) Reserves from the revaluation of tangible assets 

 
 
The re-valuation of tangible assets was performed as follows: 

 

- In 2005, for all groups of tangible assets; 

- In 2007, for tangible assets in the group: «Buildings»; 

- In 2010, for tangible assets in the group: «Buildings»; 

- In 2013, for tangible assets in the group: «Buildings». 

 
The difference from the revaluation, arising from the increasing costs of re-valued non-current assets was 
registered in compensation with account 105 - Reserves from the re-valuation of tangible assets.  
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18.     CAPITAL AND RESERVES (continued) 
 

(ii) Reserves  

 
The company allocates 5% of the profit before tax into the legal reserves, up to a limit of 20% in the share 
capital. These amounts are deducted from the tax base for calculating the corporate tax. The value of the 
legal reserves on December 31, 2017 is of RON 2,226,856 (December 31, 2016: RON 2,226,856). 
 
The legal reserves cannot be distributed to the shareholders. 

 

(iii)  Other reserves 
 

Other reserves include the amounts distributed during 1991 - 2017 representing:  
   

 Amount 

  

 

Other reserves - established from the profit 4,688,867 
Other reserves - established from fiscal facilities 354,563 
Other reserves - established from the sales of fixed assets 29,888 
Other reserves - established from prescribed dividends 1,655 

 
TOTAL 5,074,973 

 
c) Dividends 
 
In 2017, the Company distributed dividends related to the financial year of 2016 amounting to RON 
1,175,551 (RON 0.0049 gross/share). During 2017, the Company actually paid the amount of RON 
1,149,102 through Depozitarul Central SA, payment agent of BCR SA. 

 

d) Retained earnings 
 
The amount of the adjustments related to the periods prior to those included in the financial statements is 
recorded as an adjustment of the opening balance of the retained earnings of the first presented period. 
 
In 2017, the Company recorded the correction of the provision for dealers’ fees pertaining to 2016 

amounting to RON 544,581 and the correction of a provision for returned goods pertaining to 2016 
amounting to RON 191,298. 
 

18.      EARNINGS PER SHARE 
 

 
The earnings per share are calculated by dividing the net profit distributable to the shareholders of the 
Company for the 2017 financial year, amounting to RON (1.589.468) (2016: RON 2.105.150) with the 
number of outstanding ordinary shares 239.908.460 shares (2016: 239.908.460 shares). 

 

Profit distributable to ordinary shareholders 2017 2016 

 

Profit for the period (1,589,468) 2,105,150 
Number of ordinary shares 239,908,460 239,908,460 
Earnings per share - 0,0088 
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20.     LOANS 
This note provides information on the contractual terms of the Company's interest-bearing loans, valuated 
at a depreciated cost. 

 
 

December 31,  
2017 

January 1st, 
 2017 

 

Long-term debts 1,600,671 253,913 

Long-term bank loans 1,467,018 - 

Financial leasing liabilities 133,653 253,913 

Short-term debts 484,634 
 

131,734 

Short-term bank loans 329,314 - 

Works performance bonds - 6,851 
Tenant securities under the agreement 29,775 7,326 

The current part of debts on financial leasing 125,545 117,557 
 
On December 31, 2017, the company holds an investment loan agreement in value of €420,000 on a 14-
year term, for purchasing a Bystronic laser cutting equipment, model BySprint Fiber 3015, with 6000W 

fiber laser generator. The investment loan is secured against a mortgage on the aforementioned asset. 
The net accounting value, on 31.12.2017, stands at €385,503.70. 
 
Financial leasing capital rates 

 

 December 31,  
2017 

January 1st,  
2017 

 

Up to 1 year 125,545 

 

117,557 
Between 1 and 5 years 133,653 253,913 

 
The debts relating to lease agreements are guaranteed with the goods which are the object of the lease 

agreements and, therefore, in the event of non-payment, they become the rightful property of the lessor. 
 
21.     DEFERRED REVENUES 

 
(i) Subsidies 
 
On December 31, 2016, the item investment subsidies contain the equipment purchased under the 
“Development of the North-East Region” program, through ADR (the Regional Development Agency) in 
2013, for the project “Technological revamp for the production of seeders at Mecanica Ceahlău”.  
 

The subsidies relating to non-current assets are recognized as revenues on a systematic base, 
throughout the useful life of the purchased non-current assets. 
 
The amount recognized in the Global result statement, as well as the undepreciated value of investment 
subsidies, is shown below: 

 

Subsidies 2017 2016 

 
On January 1st  2,277 

 
4,554 

 
Recognized in the Global result statement 2,277 

 
2,277 

 
On December 31, - 

 
2,277 

 

ii)  Advance revenues 
December 31,  

2017 
January 1st,  

2017 

Advance revenues  1,377,762 - 
 
The advance revenues amounting to RON 1,377,762 lei represent reclassification of revenues from the 
value of finished products and goods related to the year 2018. 
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22.     PROVISIONS 
 

 Guarantees 
Employee 

benefits 

Provisions for 

restructuring 
Other 

provisions Total 

      
Balance on January 1st, 
2017 - 226,364 - 577,381 803,745 

Provisions made in the period 145,953 296,913 - 1,677,453 2,120,319 
Provisions reversed during the 
period 

 
- 

 
226,364 

 
- 

 
1,882,330 

 
2,108,694 

 

Balance on December 31, 
2017 

 
145,953 

 
296,913 - 

 
372,504 

 
815,370 

      

On long term - 296,913 - - 296,913 

 
Current 145,953 - - 372,504 518,457 

 
 
Guarantees   
 

The provisions for guarantees in the amount of RON 145.953 were set up by taking into account the 
expenses related to the service activity for agricultural machines in guarantee period. 
 
Employee benefits 
 
Provisions amounting to RON 296.913 were established for the benefits awarded to employees upon 

termination of the employment contract due to retirement, as a result of provisions of the collective 
employment contract.  
  

Other provisions 
 

Other provisions existing in the balance on December 31, 2017 represent: 
 

- provisions for rights not granted according to concluded contracts amounting to RON 233,923; 
 
- provisions for rights not granted according to concluded contracts amounting to RON 420; 
  
- provision for the risk of return of finished products and goods RON 138,161. 
 
 

 
23.     COMMERCIAL DEBTS AND OTHER DEBTS 

 

 
December 31,  

2017 
December 31,  

2016 

Commercial debts - short term 6,479,695 
 

2,471,039 
Social insurances and other taxes and fees 884,886 905,764 
Suppliers – unreceived invoices 2,496,301 192,383 
Performance bonds for works and lessees 29,775 14,177 

Dividends to be paid 87,078 60,628 
Other creditors 277,121 31,399 

 
Total 10,254,856 

 
3,675,390 
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24.    FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS 

 

Overview 

  
The company is exposed to the following risks in using financial instruments: 
 

• Credit risk 

• Liquidity risk 

• Market risk  

 
These notes present information with regard to Company exposure to each of the above-mentioned risks, 
the goals of the Company for risk assessment and management and the procedures used for capital 

management.  
 

Framework concerning risk management 

 
Company policies on risk management are thus defined as to ensure the identification and analysis of 
risks that the Company faces, setting of boundaries and proper control, as well as risk monitoring and 

compliance with the established limits. 
 

Risk management policies and systems are reviewed from time to time to reflect the changes occurred in 

the market conditions and activities of the Company. The Company, by its training and leadership 

standards and procedures, aims to develop an ordered and constructive control environment, where all 

the employees understand their roles and liabilities. 

 

The internal Auditor of the Company performs standard and ad-hoc review missions for controls and risk 
management procedures, their outcomes being presented to the Management Board. 

 

a. Credit risk 
 

Dealing with counterparty risks is based on the internal and external success factors of the Company.  

  
The financial assets, which may subject the Company to collection risks, are mainly trade receivables and 
cash availability. The Company has undertaken a series of policies thereby making sure that the sale of 
products to customers occurs under a proper collection of amounts due. The amount of receivables net 

for depreciation represents the maximum amount exposed to collection risk. The state of receivables 
according to age is displayed in note 16. Receivables. 
 
Credit risk is the risk that the Company may incur financial loss due to nonfulfillment of contractual 
obligations by a customer or counterparty to a financial instrument, and such risk arises mainly from 
trade receivables and financial investment of the Company. 

 

The Company has a significant concentration of credit risk. The Company applies specific policies to 
ensure that the sale of products and services is made so as the trade credit granted is adequate and 
monitors the age of receivables on a continuous basis. 
 
Exposure to Credit risk 
Accounting value of financial assets represents maximum exposure to credit risk. Maximum exposure to 

credit risk on reporting date was: 
 2017 2016 

Commercial debts 14,545,951 12,380,596 

Other debts 267,064 613,427 
Investment securities and bank deposits 4,091,943 3,046,521 
Cash and cash equivalents 4,819,739 5,003,004 

 
 23,724,698 21,043,548 
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24.   FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (continued) 
 
Maximum exposure to the Credit risk associated to credits and receivables on the reporting date depending 

on the geographical area was: 
 
 2017 2016 

Domestic market 

 

39,042,302 

 

34,774,391 
Other regions 5,528,890 2,549,758 
- EU Area 5,528,890 3,327,548 
- NON-EU area - 179,780 
   
Total 44,571,192 37,324,149 

 

On the domestic market, the Company has collaborated with 54 distributors throughout the country, the 
most important ones being located in predominantly agricultural areas.  
 

The sale volume achieved by distributors was 92 % i and direct sales to domestic beneficiaries was  
8 %. 

 
On the foreign market, the sale volume was achieved by 11% of the turnover. On this market, 
connection is maintained with traditional customers who know and promote the products of the 
Company. 
 
The Company has established a credit policy according to which every new customer is subject to 

individual analysis from the creditworthiness point of view and, in certain cases, references are 
demanded from banks before entering into certain purchase contracts.  
 
For the purpose of monitoring the customer-related credit risk, they are grouped according to the 
characteristics of credit risk, considering their classification as legal and natural persons, internal or 

foreign customers, age, maturity date and previous existing financial difficulties. Customers classified as 
being high credit risk are subject to monitoring, following that future sales are made based on advance 

payments or by using various revenue guarantee banking instruments. 
 
The Company policy is to provide service for products supplied during a 24-months guarantee period. 
 
On December 31, 2017, respectively December 31, 2016, net accounting value of cash and cash 
equivalents, suppliers and customers, short-term commitments and debts were approaching their just 
values due to short-term maturity dates. 

 

b.   Liquidity risk 

 
Liquidity risk is the risk that the Company may face difficulties in fulfilling the obligations associated to 
financial debts settled in cash. The Company’s approach with regard to Liquidity risk is to ensure, to the 
extent possible, that it holds, at all times, sufficient cash to deal with debts on their due date, both in 
normal and in difficult conditions, without incurring significant loss or to jeopardize the reputation of the 

Company. 

 
In general, the Company makes sure is owns enough cash to cover forecast operational expenses, 
including for payment of financial liabilities. The Company monitors the Liquidity risk on a continuous 
basis by regular performance of forecasts on cash flow.  
 
To cover the Liquidity risk, which may occur if the available funds fail to cover the financial needs, the 
Company has contracted credit lines in RON, unused until this date. 
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24.   FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (continued) 
 
b.   b. Liquidity risk (continued) 

 
Exposure to Liquidity risk 
 
Contractual due dates of financial assets and debts are the following: 
 

On December 31, 2017 
Accounting 

value  
0 – 12 

months 
1 – 2 
years 2 – 5 years  

More than  
5 years 

      
Financial assets      

Cash and cash equivalents 

 4,819,739 4,819,739 - - - 

Investment securities 

And bank deposit  4,091,943 4,091,943 - - - 
Commercial receivables 
and other receivables 14,813,015 14,813,015 - - - 

      
Total financial assets 23,724,697 23,724,697 - - - 

      
Financial debts      
 
Commercial receivables 
and other receivables 

 
(12,310,385) 

 
(10,709,714) - (1,600,671) - 

      
Total financial debts (12,310,385) (10,709,714) - (1,600,671) - 

      
Net 11,414,312 13,014,983 - (1,600,671)  

 
 

c.   Market risk 
The Romanian economy is undergoing permanent growth and there is much insecurity with regard to the 
possible orientation of the economic policy and development in the future. Company management cannot 
foresee the changes that will occur in Romania or the effect of such on the financial situation, on the 
operating results and cash flows of the Company. 
 

Currency risk 
 
The Company is exposed to currency exchange risk by the its sales, purchases, liquidities and loans 

denominated in other currency than the functional currency of the Company, still, the currency of most 
transactions is RON 
 
Exposure to currency risk 
The currencies exposing the Company to this risk are, mainly, EUR. The differences are included in the 

Individual Statement of Global Result  and do not affect cash flow until the extinguishing of the debt. The 

Company held, on December 31, 2017 cash and cash equivalents, Commercial debts and commercial 
debts in foreign currency, the rest of the financial assets and debts are denominated as RON. 
 
The exchange rates of the national currency in relation to EUR and USD, calculated as an average of 
exchange rates registered during the reporting year and the previous year, as well as the exchange rates 
transmitted by the National Bank of Romania in the last day of the year, were: 
 

Currency  Average exchange rate Spot exchange rate on 
reporting date 

  2017 2016 2017 2016 

 
EUR 4.6359 4.5173 4.6597 4.5411 
USD 3.9186 4.2820 3.8915 4.3033 
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24.   FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (continued) 
 

c.   Market risk (continued) 

Sensitivity Analysis 
 

2017 
 

EUR 
1EUR = 4,6597 

RON 
1 RON TOTAL 

    

Cash and cash equivalents 
 

269,200 4,550,539 4,819,739 

Investment securities 
And bank deposit  - 

4,091,943 4,091,943 

Commercial debts and other debts 409,239 14,403,776 14,813,015 

  
   

Total financial assets 678,439 23,046,259 23,724,697 

  
   

Commercial debts and other debts (7,085,535) (5,224,850) (12,310,385) 

  
   

Total financial debts (7,085,535) (5,224,850) (12,310,385) 

 
 
2016 
 

EUR 
1EUR =4,5411  

RON 
1 RON TOTAL 

    
Cash and cash equivalents 232,919 4,770,085 5,003,004 

Investment securities - 3,046,521 3,046,521 

Commercial receivables and other 

receivables 
353,623 12,640,399 12,994,022 

     

Total financial assets 586,542 20,457,005 21,043,547 

     

Commercial debts and other debts (1,122,777) (2,924,083) (4,046,860) 

     

Total financial debts (1,122,777) (2,924,083) (4,046,860) 

 
The Company concluded no hedging contracts as concerns the foreign currency liabilities or exposure to 

interest rate risk. 
 
Sensitivity Analysis of the currency risk 
The Company is mainly exposed to EUR. The table below displays Company sensitivity in detail, at 5% 
increase/decrease of RON as compared to the concerned currencies. 5% represents the sensitivity rate 
used in reporting on currency risk to the management board. 

 

The sensitivity analysis includes only balance currency items denominated in foreign currency and presents 
their conversion to RON at the end of the reporting period as a result of exchange rate variations by 5% 
as compared to the exchange rate valid on the concerned date. A positive number indicated an increase of 
the result and equity where the functional currency is stronger than the concerned foreign currency. 
 
2017 
 

EUR 
1EUR =4,6597  

RON 
1 RON TOTAL 

        

Net Position Asset / (Debt) (6,407,097) 17,821,409 11,414,312 

        

Profit / (Loss) (320,355) - (320,355) 
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24.   FINANCIAL INSTRUMENTS (continued) 
 
c.   Market risk (continued) 

 
2016 
 

EUR 
1EUR = 4,5411 

RON 
1 RON TOTAL 

    

Net Position Asset / (Debt) (833,363) 17,830,051 16,996,688 

     

Profit / (Loss) (41,668)  (41,668) 

 
 

Interest rate risk 

 

Interest rate risk is the risk of variation of the financial instruments value due to the changing of the interest 
rate on the market. The Company’s revenue and cash flow cannot be affected by the interest rate variation 
on the market, as the Company no longer has loan agreements at the end of the period. 
 

Exposure to interest rate risk 

 
On the reporting date, the Company does not hold any financial instruments which will bear fixed or 
variable interest. 

 
 
e.   Capital management 
 
The Company’s goals in capital management are to ensure protection and capability and to indemnify its 
shareholders, to maintain an optimum structure of capitals to reduce capital costs. 
 

The Company monitors the volume of the attracted capital based on indebtedness. This rate is calculated 
as a ratio between net debts and total capital. Net debts are calculated as total debts net of cash. Total 
capital is calculated as equity adding the net debts. 
 
 

 2017 2016 

Total debts 12,310,385 4,049,137 

Cash and cash equivalents 
Investment securities 4,819,739 

 
5,003,004 

Total equity 4,091,943 3,046,521 

Net debt indicator 48,084,573 
 

51,483,417 

Total debts -0.25 -0.08 

 
 
 

25.  COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES 

 

(a)   Taxation 

 
The Romanian taxation system undergoes a stage of consolidation and harmonizing with the European 
legislation. Still, there are distinct interpretations of the tax laws. In certain situations, tax authorities 
may treat certain aspects differently, calculating additional taxes and charges and the related interest 
and late penalties (0.05% per day). In Romania, the fiscal year stays open for tax audit for 5 years. The 
Company management board regards that tax liabilities included in these financial statements are 
adequate. 
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25.  COMMITMENTS AND CONTINGENCIES (continued) 
 

(b) Concluded insurances 
 
At the end of 2017 the Company has insurance policies concluded for intangible assets. 

 

(c) Court proceedings 

 
The Company is subject to a number of court proceedings arisen in the normal course of business. 
 
Besides the amounts already entered in these financial statements as provisions or adjustments for 
depreciation of receivables and described in the notes, the amounts associated to other court proceedings 
shall be recognized when obtaining a final and irrevocable resolution/cashing in. 
 

At the end of December 2017, the Company was involved in court proceedings as follows: 

- 65 suits, acting as the plaintiff, for uncollected receivables, for which adjustments were instituted 
for the depreciation of trade receivables, 100%; 

- 120 suits, acting as the defendant, with the object of labor disputes, for which the issuance of 
certificates is requested, thereby showing the provision of group 2 labor activities needed for 
retirement. The Management estimates that the result of such suits will not impact the Company’s 
financial position; 

- Other disputes, i.e. 16 suits, acting as the defendant – labor litigations for the awarding of the labor 
group. 

 
 The management board estimates that the outcome of such processes will not impact the financial state 
of the Company; 
 

(a) Quality-Environment Compliance Program 

 
The Company implemented the “Quality-Environment” Integrated Management System certified by 

external auditor TUV THURINGEN for ISO 9001: 2008 and ISO 14001:2004. The certificate is for the 
application of proper requirements of reference standards was proved and is certified, according to the 
certification procedures. 
 
26.  AFFILIATES 
 
SIF Moldova is main shareholder of Mecanica Ceahlău SA, holding 73,3020 % of shares. The Company is 

part of the consolidation perimeter of SIF MOLDOVA. 
  
Roumanian  Opportunities  Fund. loc. Windward Caiman is a significant shareholder of Mecanica Ceahlau  
SA, holding 20,2068 %  of shares.   
 
Details on other affiliates with whom Mecanica Ceahlău SA has entered trading relations: Transport 

Ceahlău SRL. 

 
The affiliates of the Company and relations with them were entered below: 
 

Entity           Type of relations 

 

SIF Moldova         Parent company 

Roumanian Opportunities Fund. loc. Windward Caiman   Significant shareholder 

Transport Ceahlau SRL        Affiliate Company 

No identified transactions, amounts due or receivable with SIF Moldova, other that the owed dividends. 

No identified transactions, amounts due or receivable with Roumanian Opportunities Fund. loc. Windward 

Caiman.  
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26.  AFFILIATED PARTIES (continued) 
 
The Company’s participating interests on December 31, 2017 in Transport Ceahlau SRL are presented as 

follows: 
 
 
 

December 31,  
2017 

December 31,  
2016 

 
Unlisted shares on January 1 51,000 51,000 

Procurement - - 

Assignments - - 
Adjustment of impairment 51,000 51,000 

 
Balance on December 31, - - 

 
The main activity of Transport Ceahlău SRL is the road freight transport, but the main share of the 
performed activity is represented by general mechanical operations.  
 

The status of the activities related to participating interests on December 31, 2017, is as follows: 
 

   Participation percentage 

 Date of 
procurement Date of sale 

December 31, 
 2017 

December 31,  
2016 

 

Transport Ceahlau SRL 2004 - 24.28% 24.28% 
 

The Company’s participating interests were recorded at cost. 
 
Information on the transactions carried out with the affiliated parties 

 

a) Procurement of goods and services 

 2017 2016 

 
Transport Ceahlau SRL - 116,242 

 

b) Balance of the procurement goods and services 
 2017 2016 

   
Transport Ceahlau SRL 33,004 33,004 

 

c) Sales of goods and services 
 2017 2016 

 
Transport Ceahlau SRL 20,911 41,952 
   

d) Balance of the sales of goods and services 
 2017 2016 

   
Transport Ceahlau SRL - - 

 

The prices agreed by the parties were mutually agreed on the basis of the product and service types and 
other terms and conditions. As the services, respectively the products, are not usually traded on the 

market, we cannot estimate whether the prices are or not compliant with the free market. 
 

The Company implements the same internal policies with regard to the commercial relationships with the 
affiliated parties as with regard to the other contractual partners with which the Company does not have 
a special relationship. 
 

Transactions with the key management staff 
 

Loans granted to managers  
The Company did not grant advance payments, credits or loans to the members of the administration, 
management and supervision bodies on December 31, 2017. 
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26.  AFFILIATED PARTIES (continued) 
 
Benefits of the key management staff 

 
The remuneration rights of the mangers are set by the Board of Administration in accordance with the 
legal provisions and with the provisions of the management agreements.  
 

a) Granted remuneration rights 
 

 2017 2016 

Management Agreements 589,938 
 

503,070 
Members of the Board of Administration 792,446 819,780 

 

b) Other rights (the profit participation of the administrators and executive management) 
 

 2017 2016 

   
Management Agreements 253,884 200,120 
Members of the Board of Administration 63,150 81,000 

 
c) Balance on December 31, 

 

 2017 2016 

   
Management Agreements 21,314 17,154 
Members of the Board of Administration - - 

 
 
27.  EVENTS SUBSEQUENT TO THE DATE OF THE BALANCE SHEET 

 
The resignation of Mrs. Warinschi Laura-Elena from the position of Administrator was recorded on 
January 10, 2018, and the Board of Administration appointed Mr. Esanu Romeo-Vasile as the interim 

administrator on the same date, until the first meeting of the General Meeting of Shareholders, but no 
later than June 1, 2018. 
 
On the basis of the provisions of Article 8.4 letter (d) of the Management Agreement no. 2783 of 
December 20, 2013, concluded between the company Mecanica Ceahlău SA and Mrs. Warinschi Laura-
Elena, as General Manager, due to its expiry, the cessation of the Management Agreement as of January 
15, 2018, is hereby found.  

 
Mr. Molesag Sorin has the position of General Manager as of January 16, 2018, who had previously, in 
2017, the position of Operations Manager. 
 
The Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders of January 22, 2018 decided the sale of the asset owned 
by the Company located in Piatra Neamt, str. Aurel Vlaicu nr. 34, Neamt County, with an area of 23,235 
sq.m, consisting of two plots with an area of 11,235 sqm with cadastre number 2276/1, together with the 

related buildings, recorded in the Land  Register no. 53966, and the land with an area of 12,000 sq.m 
with cadastre number 2276/2,  together with the related buildings, recorded in the Land  Register 
no.54397. 
 
The minimum sales price of the asset mentioned above will be EUR 200/sq.m, a price that will include the 
related buildings. 

 
The individual financial statements were approved by the Board of Administration on March 23, 2018 and 
they were signed on its behalf by: 
 

 
 

Molesag Ion Sorin,                         Marian Gabriela, 
General Manager  Financial Manager  
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1. ANALYSIS OF COMPANY'S BUSINESS 

 
1.1. a)     Descrierea activităţii de bază a societăţii 
    

Object of Activity - Mecanica Ceahlău has as main area of activity the manufacture of agricultural and 

forestry machinery, NACE CODE 283. The main activity is the "Manufacture of agricultural and forestry 

machinery" - NACE CODE 2830.  

  
The main farming machinery and equipment manufactured and traded by Mecanica Ceahlău cover the 

entire range of works, from soil preparation with a view to sowing to harvesting: ploughs, seed drills for 
hoeing plants, seed drills (mechanical and pneumatic) for straw plants, reversible ploughs, combine 
harvesters, compactors, disc harrows, farming hoes, tillers, irrigation installations, anti-pest sprayers, 
fertilizer spreaders, potato planting/tillers and harvesters etc. 
 
The successful partnership with CNH continued in 2016, for the exclusive distribution in Romania of Steyr 

tractors, this being a particularly competitive advantage, giving easier access to acquisitions based on 
grants, (most farmers having packages of agricultural machinery and tractors and preferring to buy them 
in a consolidate manner from the same supplier), being also an advantage for the image and from a financial 
point of view. 
 
In 2017 Mecanica Ceahlau continued the partnership with Projet, from Bargam Italy group, for the 
distribution of sprayers and self-propellers and with Stoll Germany, for the distribution in Romania of wheel 

loaders for tractors. 
 
As of 2017, Mecanica Ceahlau concluded a partnership with the trailer manufacturer Bellucci & Rossini Italy 

for assembling and distributing trailers between 10 and 14 tons, and we will manufacture under license a 
series of components under efficient conditions. 

 
The company has implemented the Integrated Management System "Quality-Environment", certified by 

the external auditor TÜV THÜRINGEN for ISO 9001: 2008 and ISO 14001: 2004. The certificate is for the 
application of the demands according to the reference standards and it was proved and attested according 
to the certification standards. 
 
1.1. b) Stating the date of the company incorporation 
 

Legal framework - Mecanica Ceahlău S.A. is a joint stock company, established pursuant to the 
Government Resolution no. 1254/04.12.1990, in Piatra Neamţ, Neamţ County.  
 
1.1. c)   Description of any merger or significant reorganization of the company during the 

financial year 
 
Secondary office at the address Bucharest, Sector 1, Bd. Bucureştii Noi nr. 25A, classified in the NACE 

class: "Own office activities for the company", according to the EGMS Resolution no. 3 of 14.04.2014.  
 

Secondary office (place of business) at the address Ilfov County, the commune of Afumaţi, Şoseaua 

Bucureşti Urziceni nr. 235, according to the BoD Resolution no. 2 of 19.10.2016. 

 
The secondary offices have no declarative and payment obligations. 
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1.1. d)   Description of acquisitions and/or divestitures of assets 

 
 d). 1   Acquisitions       
        
In 2017, investment works worth a total of RON 3.936.652 were made, of which new investments 
amounting to RON 3.097.187 and modernizations amounting to RON 839.465 from own financing sources 
and financial leasing in the following chapters of the Investment program for 2017 :   
 

Investment Name Value (RON) 
Financing 

sources 
Investments  

New 
Modernizations 

PRODUCTION ACTIVITY 
3,236,714 own sources + 

 leasing 
2,609,866 626,848 

LOGISTICS AND SALES 17,748 own sources  17,748 

SOFTWARE and IT APPLICATIONS 87,391 own sources 87,391  

Real estates  238,032 own sources 238,032  

Pending investments ( Modernization 

of thermal treatment workshops) 
356,768 own sources 161,898 194,870 

TOTAL INVESTMENTS 3,936,652  3,097,187 839,465 

 
 d). 2  Divestitures 
 
In 2017 there were not capitalized or scrapped any machineries and installations. 
 
1.1.e.  Description of main outcome of assessing the company operations 
 

1.1.1. General assessment items 
 

The company presents the key indicators achieved in 2017 according to the Internationale Financial 
Reporting Standards (IFRS): 
 

Indicators 2015 

 

2016 

 

2017 

 

2017/2016 
% 

Turnover 29,819,814 37,324,149 44,571,192 119%  

Total income 30,232,709 38,057,228 44,835,152 118% 

Total expenditure 27,543,982 35,518,674 46,718,404 132% 

Result before tax 2,688,727 2,538,555 -1,883,252 - 

Net result 2,243,040 2,105,150 -1,589,468 - 

Operating income 29,892,479 37,900,277 44,666,971 118% 

Operating expenses 26,898,547 34,468,710 45,898,204 133% 

Operating result  2,993,932 3,431,567 -1,232,233 - 

Average number of employees 196 172 163 95% 

  
a)  Profit / loss 
 
In the financial year of 2017, Mecanica Ceahlău recorded from operational activities  a negative result  of 

RON 1,232,233 lei, a negative net financial result of RON 652,019, resulting in a gross loss of RON 
1,883,252 lei.  
 
The results of the 2017 financial year were influenced, throughout the period, by institution of the following 
adjustment and provisions for depreciation or loss of value:  
 

1. Adjustments amounting to Lei 2,316,955 

 
Adjustments for stock depreciation: 1,152,465 

- Materials and raw material 72,576 
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- Manufacturing under performance 116,711 
- Inventory items 392,100 
- End products and goods 571,079 

Adjustments for depreciation of various customer receivables and debtors 538,760 
Adjustments for depreciation of tangible and intangible assets 625,730 

 
2. Provisions amounting to Lei 815,370 

 
Provisions for securities awarded to customers 145,953 
Provisions for pensions and similar liabilities 296,913 

Provision for rights not granted under agreements 234,343 

Provision for risk of end product and goods return 138,161 
 
 

b)   Turnover 
 

The turnover of the Company pertaining to 2017 is RON 44,571,192 (on 31 December 2016: 37,324,149 
lei). 
 
c) Costs 
 

According to IFRS, operating expenses stand at Lei 45,898,204. The main share in the total expenses is held 

by the cost of raw material and consumable material for distribution goods, accrued at 48%, followed 

external performance expenses totalling 28% and staff expenses, at 16%. The average number of staff 

employed is 163.  
   
Financial expenses amount to RON 820.200, including interests, financial discounts granted for advance 
payments, subsidized interests for loans contracted by customers, through financing partnerships 
concluded by Mecanica Ceahlau, and exchange rate differences. 

 
d)      Market share held 

 
The company has an important segment in the market of agricultural machinery and equipment for seed 

drills for hoeing plants and seed drills for straw plants, modernized during 2017 applying the results of 

research in agriculture, soil preparation and seeding. 

 
The assessed market share for these products is between 20 and 30% in terms of the number of units sold. 
 

e)      Liquidity (available funds in account, etc.) 
 

Cash and cash equivalents 2015 2016 2017 

 

Cash ,accounts in banks and cash equivalents 

2,343,920 5,003,004 4,819,739 

 
The current accounts opened with banks are permanently available for the Company and are not 

restricted. The company had on 31 December 2017 investments in fund units, at fair value, as follows: 
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Tip fond 
Fund management 

company 

Number 
of fund 

units 

Value of fund 
units 

Open-end investment fund 

BT OBLIGATIUNI  

BT Asset 
Management 

144,993 2,568,261 

Open-end investment fund SIMFONIA 1 
SG Asset 
Management BRD 

13,062 523,682 

Total value of  fund units   3,091,943 

Short term bank deposits   1,000,000 

Other investments, including financial instruments    4,091,943 

 
1.1.2 Assessment of the technical level of the company 

 
Description of the main products manufactured and goods distributed 
 
Seed drills constitute the basic production of the company with a 40 %, share, followed by machinery for 

soil preparation and other machineries with a share of 32 %. 
 
The weight of sales of distributed goods in the company's turnover was 28 %. 
 
As far as services are concerned, achievements consisted of services of utility supply and/or rental of 
available real estate.   

 
a).  The main outlets for each product or service and distribution methods 
 

In 2017 the domestic market was the main outlet, the sales volume in this market accounting for 89 % of 

the turnover. 

 
The agricultural machinery and equipment market is a major beneficiary of European grants allocation, but 
access to financing for many farmers is not eligible. 
 
In this context, the company has negotiated financing partnerships with financing banks to cover part of 
the interest to the benefit of end-customers, obtaining much better conditions than those of our 

competitors. With these new offers of "subsidized interest " by the company, and in the conditions where 
farmers were not paid subsidies, the selling process was greatly boosted. 

 
b).  The weight of each product category in total turnover for the last 3 years 
The weight of the main products sold in the total turnover of the company for the past three years has 
been as follows: 
 

                  Weight in 

                                      turnover                                                                                                
Products 

 
 

2015 

 
 

2016 

 
 

2017 

Seed drills 59% 55% 40% 

Machinery for soil preparation 27% 20% 32% 

Goods in distribution 14% 25% 28% 

 
 
c.  New products considered for which a substantial volume of assets will be used in the 

next financial year, as well as the development stage of these products 

 
In 2017 the program of developing the own portfolio of products continued at an accelerated pace, in terms 
of innovation, quality and aspect. 
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I. The main directions in view of diversification of the product supply in 2017 were: 

 

1. design and approval of new agricultural machinery knowing the results of research in 

agriculture, soil preparation and seeding. 4 new products were designed, executed and tested in 

this direction, as follows:   

 

 Light ripper, with a working width of 2.5 and 3m, intended for light and medium soils. 

Rippers are intended for the preparation of the seedbed in non-ploughed soils, without mixing the 

surface layers with the in-depth layers; 

 

 Semiworn combiner, with a width of 6 m, used for the preparation of the seedbed after 

ploughing or ripping. The combiner is equipped with two types of interchangeable active organs 

providing the processing of the soil by a single run; 

 

 Harrow with independent disks, with a width of 5m offering a high level of soil processing 

and high reliability; 

 

2. Upgrading the agricultural machinery and equipment in the portfolio, by improving the 

technical and constructive features for the purpose of streamlining manufacturing processes in 14 

pieces of plant, classified as follows: 

 Reversible ploughs – upgrade of elements to increase reliability; 

 combiners – changes in the technological manufacturing process and constructive 

upgrades; 

 seeder cultivators – constructive upgrages to increase reliability and endurance;  

 strawy cultivators - constructive upgrages to increase reliability and endurance;  

  harrows - changes in the technological manufacturing process and constructive upgrades; 

 

II. The main directions established in order to diversify the product supply for 2018  

 

The research and development program for 2018 includes objectives in order to diversify the supply of 

machinery and equipment for agriculture and forest exploitation, classified in two chapters: 

 

1. design and approval of new agricultural machinery based on the results of the research in 

agriculture, soil preparation and seeding. 

2.  modernization of machinery and agricultural equipment from portfolio by preparing 

constructive and technological documentations. 

  

The achievement of the objectives for the purpose of varying the product offer, for 2018, shall be 
undertaken by the successive implementation of several activities specific to technical, constructive and 

technological innovation and in correlation with the manufacturing program. 
 
1.1.3  Assessment of technical and material supply (domestic sources, import sources) 

 
 In 2017, the purchase activity encountered a significant increase in purchase prices for all steel and cast 

iron products (rectangular pipes, sheets, profiles, cast iron and steel-cast components, active organs etc.), 

due to the increase in steel and cast iron prices by over 35% throughout Europe.  

Considerable efforts were made to purchase stocks at un-increased prices, as well as negotiations with all 

suppliers so as to obtain, even under such circumstances, the best prices on the market. Therefore, the 

impact of such price hikes was reduced during the first 6 months of the year, and their impact (accounted 

for in the value of stocks and as costs, too) began to show its amplitude starting with July, 2017.
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In 2017, the proceedings for externalization of some components and subsets and finding the best suppliers 

on the market continued. The value of externalized components increased by 6% as opposed to 2016, and 

reached, in 2017, 23% of the total benchmarks machined. 

At the basis of commercial relations with suppliers, there were the sale-purchase agreements, regulating 
the conditions of delivery and payment. During 2017, the acquisition prices were renegotiated. 
 

1.1.4. Assessment of sales 
 
a)  Description of the evolution of sales on the internal and/or external market and the 

medium and long-term perspectives for sales 
 

The turnover of the Company for 2017 is RON 44,571,192 (on 31 December 2016: RON 37,324,149). 
 
In its structure, the turnover was mainly achieved from selling the own production, at a rate of 72 %. The 
share of sales of distributed products - Steyr tractors, Projet sprayer equipment, Stoll front loaders - in the 

company's turnover in 2017 is 28 %. 
 
The year 2017 brought an increase in turnover by 7 % as compared to the Income and Expenditure Budget 
for 2017 and by 18% compared to achievements in 2016.   
 

b)   Description of the competitive status in the company's line of business, 

of the market share of company's products or services and of the main competitors 

 
  

The competitors faced by the company in the market are: 
 

-   well-known EU-based manufacturers, renowned in the field, with relatively high prices and aiming 

primarily at conquering the market and reaching the leading position in the market. These companies 
(Maschio-Gaspardo, Vogel Noot, Class, Lemken, New Holand, IPSO, Horsch Germany) have their own 
financial support that allows them to finance the promotion of investment projects carried out by 
large farms with the help of European funds and financing important levels of stock, available for the 
market at any time. These companies can afford to give important facilities to customers and dealers. 

 

-   non-EU manufacturers of agricultural machinery, India Mahindra & Mahindra and Turkey, with low 
prices, agreed by a large market share. 

 
-   traders of second-hand machinery originating mainly from the European Community.  

 
c) Description of any significant dependence of the company on a single customer or group 

of customers whose loss would have a negative impact on the revenue of the company. 

 

The company targets farmers that own surfaces between 50 ha and 3000 ha, organized in approximately 

30.000 agricultural exploitations with legal personality (e.g. trading companies, agricultural associations, 

research units and institutes etc.) and more than 5.000 exploitations without legal personality (e.g., 

individual enterprises, freelancers, family enterprises).   

  

Taking into account the diversity and the large number of agricultural exploitations, we cannot reach the 
point where the company would depend on one customer or on a limited group of customers. 
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1.1.5.  Assessment of aspects related to the company employees/personnel 

 
a) Details on the number and educational background of the company’s employees and 

the degree of labor force organized in unions 
 

The structure of the average number of the company employees on 31 December 2017 is as follows: 
 

Categories of personnel  Average number  

- directly productive workers 78 

- indirectly productive workers 35 

- staff dealing with TESA 50 

TOTAL 163 

 

Depending on studies, the average number of employees in 2017 has the following structure: 
 

 25 %   specialized higher education, 
 20 %  secondary education, 
 55% graduates of vocational schools and/or have been qualified on the job for trades specific to 

the company, e.g. fitters, welders, lathe operators, painters etc.). 

 
The employees activate in the "TESA" Free Union, with 93 members, employees in the production 
department and functional departments of the company.  
 
In compliance with the provisions of the collective labor agreement, the employees benefited from 
protective equipment, antidote, social support for severe health conditions and other types of support.  
 

Meal tickets are offered for each 8 hour working day. 
 
b)   Description of the relationships between managers and employees and of any 

conflictual elements characterizing these relationships  
 
The relationships between the executive management and the employees aim to promote and apply fair 
labor principles, allowing the company to carry out its activity in conditions of profitability, financial balance 

and capacity of payment, and on this basis, ensuring social protection for employees, as well as to avoid 
the emergence of collective labor conflicts.  
 
1.1.6.  Assessment of aspects related to the impact of the company's main activity on the 

environment.    
 

Mecanica Ceahlău S.A. holds the Environmental Permit no. 159 of 17.06.2010, reviewed on 25.05.2016 
based on the activity presentation documents and the Environmental Balance, valid until 17.06.2020, and 
the Water Management Authorization no. 70/07.12.2016, valid until 07.12.2019. 

 

Mecanica Ceahlău SA has never had and nor does it expect to have disputes related to any breach of 
environmental legislation.  There is an action plan for the prevention of accidental pollution, which provides 
for terms and responsibilities.  

 
1.1.7.     Assessment of the research and development activity 
 

Breakdown of expenditures during the financial year and those expected for the 
following financial year for the research & development activity 

 
The main objective in research-development is the extension of the company's product portfolio with 

agricultural machinery and equipment able to meet the global trends in the field of agricultural 

mechanization and modernization of machinery and equipment from own portfolio, knowing the latest 

results of research in agriculture, soil preparation and sowing. 
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The objectives approved under the research-development program "Technical Plan for 2017", with a total 

amount of RON 105,300 were grouped under the following chapters: 

 

     a)     RON 91,930 lei  -  cost of materials; 

     b)   RON 13,370 lei  - cost of fees to maintain the existing licenses, renewing of industrial patterns and 

to reward the inventors.          

        

1.1.8. Assessment of company's activity in terms of risk management. Risk management 

objectives and policies, hedging policies. 
 
a).  Description of company's exposure to the price, credit, liquidity and cash flow risks 

 
In the field of risk management, the main principles considered are: preparing the documents on the 
identification, measurement and control of risks associated to any potential decision, as well as improving 

the performance of company's management in the context of defining, measuring and evaluating the 
consequences of adopting uncertain decisions. 
 
The policies of the Risk Management Company are defined so as to provide the identification and review of 
risks the Company is facing, determination of adequate limits and controls, as well as risk monitoring and 
the observance of limitations set. 
  

The risk management policies and systems are regularly reviewed so as to reflect the changes occurred 
within the market conditions and Company business. The Company, by its training and leadership standard 
and procedures, pursues the development of a neat and constructive control environment, where all 
employees are fully aware of their duties and responsibilities. 
 

  b).  Description of policies and objectives of the company regarding risk management 

 

Mecanica Ceahlău SA (the Company) monitors the level of risks by means of policies undergoing 
implementation for the following risks identified: 
 

 Price risk 
 Credit risk 
 Liquidity risk 

 Market risk 
 Capital management 

 
a. Price risk  
 
The change in the price of raw materials impacts the products’ price which represents a persistent element 
in the company’s operational environment being the predominant factor for the increased prices of the 

products bought by the company which also affects the expenses. 
 
b. Credit risk 

 
The financial assets, which may subject the Company to collection risks, are mainly trade receivables and 
cash availability. The Company has undertook a series of policies thereby making sure that the sale of 
products to customers occurs under a proper collection of amounts due.  

 
The credit risk is the risk that the Company may need to incur a financial loss following the failure to fulfil 
contractual obligations by any customer or a counterpart in a financial instrument, and such risk mainly 
originates from trade receivables and financial investment. 
 
The Company shows a specific concentration of the credit risks. The Company enforces policies specifically 

to make sure that the sale of products and services occurs so that the trade credit awarded is adequate 
and continuously monitors the age of receivables. 
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c.   Liquidity risk 
 
The liquidity risk is the risk that the Company encounters difficulties in fulfilling the obligations related to 

financial debts settled in cash. The Company’s approach on liquidity risk is to make sure, to the best 
possible extent, that they hold, at any time, liquidities sufficient to withstand any debt whenever due, under 
normal conditions, as well as difficult conditions, without incurring significant losses or endanger the 
Company’s reputation. 
 
Generally, the Company makes sure that it holds cash sufficient to cover the foreseeable operational 
expenses, including the payment of any financial obligations. The Company permanently monitors the 

liquidity risk by periodically drawing up cash flows forecasts.  
 
d.   Market risk 
 

The Romanian economy is continually developing, therefore creating plenty of uncertainty in relation to the 
potential orientation of the future economic policies and development. Company Management may not 
predict the changes to occur in Romania and their effects on the financal status, on operational results and 

the Company treasure flow. 
 
d 1.Currency risk 
 
The Company is subjected to currency exchange risks due to their sales, purchases, assets and loans 
denominated in a currency other than the Company’s operational currency; however, the currency for most 

transactions is the RON. 
 
The currency subjecting the Company to such risk is, mainly, the €. The resulting differences are included 
in the Global Results Status and they do not impact the cash flow up to the time of liquidating the debt. 
The Company holds, at December 31, 2016, cash and cash equivalent, trade receivables and commercial 
debts in foreign currency, while the remaining financial assets and financial debts are denominated in Lei.  
 

d 2.  Risk of interest rate 

 
The risk of interest rate is the risk that the value of financial instruments may fluctuate due to variations 
in the interest rate on the market. The Company’s income and cash flow may not be impacted by 
fluctuations of the interest rate on the market since the Company no longer holds any loan agreements at 
the end of the period. 
 

e.   Capital management 
 
The Company’s objectives in managing capitals are to provide the protection and the capability to reward 
its shareholders, to maintain an optimal capital structure so as to reduce capital costs. 
 
The Company monitors the amount of capital attracted based on the level of debt. This rate is computed 

as the ratio between net debts and capital totals. Net debts are computed as the total of net cash debts. 
Capital totals are computed as the own capital plus any net debts. 
 
The company's management believes that it takes all the necessary measures to achieve the company's 

objectives on risk management, by: 
  
 preparing strategies to manage the liquidity crisis and setting measures to prevent possible liquidity 

crises; 
 constantly monitoring the liquidity; 
 forecasting the current liquidity; 
 daily monitoring the cash flows and assessing the effects on its creditors.  
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1.1.9.   Prospective elements on the company's activity 

  

a)   Presentation and analysis of trends, elements, events or factors of uncertainty impacting 

or that are likely to impact the company's liquidity as compared to the same period of the 

previous year 

 
The company's liquidity depends on farmers' investment programs for agricultural machinery and tractors. 

These programs are influenced by factors pertaining to the European and government policies focused on 
this sector of the economy, which needs support to become efficient. 
 
b)  Presentation and analysis of the effects the current or anticipated capital expenditure 

may have on the company’s financial standing as compared to last year 
 
Capital expenditures are expenditures to acquire fixed assets, for their development and modernization. 

 
In 2017, capital expenditures amounted to RON 3,579,884, for endowment with new equipment and for 
updating existing equipment. 
 
c)  Presentation and analysis of events, transactions, economic changes which may have 

a significant effect on the company's revenues from its core business 
 

The agricultural machinery market and agriculture in general are permanently subjected to high financing 
constraints and, therefore, farmers are exposed to a great vulnerability in terms of exposure to domestic 
and foreign risks. 
 
2)  TANGIBLE ASSETS OF THE COMPANY 
 

2.1.  Denomination of the sites and of the features of the main productive capacities owned 
by the company 

   
The main sites owned by the company are: 
 
 The site located in Piatra Neamț, str. Dumbravei nr. 6 
 

       - enclosed surface = 141,248 sq.m, land + buildings 
       - built area = 49.214 sq.m. out of which: 

a) production space = 32.609,13 sq.m,  
b) available space = 16.604,87 sq.m 

  
 The site located in Piatra Neamț, str. Aurel Vlaicu nr. 34 
 

       - enclosed surface = 23.235 sq.m, land + buildings 
       - built area = 5.340 sq.m., out of which: 

a) production space =  0 sq.m, 
b) available space =   5.340 sq.m 

 
 The site located in Tg. Neamt (outside the buit-up area), Valea Seacă field = 6.691 sq.m, available 

space 6.691 sq.m.  
 

 The site located in Baldovinesti Commune, Braila County 
- enclosed surface = 5.278 sq.m, land 
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2.2.  Description and review of the wear of the company’s property 

 
Mecanica Ceahlău owns a total number of 626 tangible assets having an inventory value of RON 26.396.919 
and a residual value for depreciation of 11.412.180. 
 
The fixed assets are listed in the table below, grouped by the classification code and by wear:  
 

Group 
Inventory 

value  

Value of depreciation 
and adjustments for 

depreciation 
Residual 

value  

Average 

wear  
(%) 

Buildings 7,407,565 1,932,015 5,368,228 26 

Real estate 18,669,024 12,848,991 5,820,033 69 

Furniture  226,497 204,973 21,524 90 

Real estate investments  535,400 0 535,400 0 

TOTAL 26,838,486 15,093,301 11,745,185 56 

 
2.3. Potential property issues related to the property right over the tangible assets of the 

company  

  
Mecanica Ceahlau S.A. does not have any problems related to the property right over the tangible assets 
of the company. 
 
 
3.  MARKET FOR THE SECURITIES ISSUED BY MECANICA CEAHLĂU SA 

 
The summary of the consolidated structure of the owners of financial instruments. 
 

On the date of December 31, 2017, the summary of the consolidated structure of the owners of the financial 
instruments is as follows: 
 

Name of the owner  Number 

owned 
Percentage 

(%) 

SIF MOLDOVA of BACAU, Bacau County 175,857,653 73.3020 

ROMANIAN OPPORTUNITIES FUND loc. WINDWARD CYM 48,477,938 20.2068 

Natural Persons 12,384,431 5.1621 

Legal Persons 3,188,438 1.3290 

 

TOTAL 

 239,908,460  100.0000 

 
3.1.   Stating of the Romanian and foreign markets where the securities issued by Mecanica 

Ceahlău SA are traded 

The shares of the company Mecanica Ceahlău SA are only traded on the Bucharest Stock Exchange, symbol 
MECF II category. 
 
3.2   Company’s policy related to dividends’ pay-out  
 
The policy related to pay-out for dividends focused both on satisfying the short-term interests of the 

shareholders and the institutional development on the medium and long term, such that a part of the net 
profit was earmarked for reserve, in order to create own resources needed for investments. 
 
Also, the company has in view the preparation of a business plan to complete, use and obtain financial 
benefits form the intangible/tangible assets acquired in the project “Promoting the growth of energy 
willow in Romania, as an alternative source of clean energy”. 
 

Mecanica Ceahlău SA capitalized the net profit for the financial exercises of 2004 – 2007, this option being 
in the interest of both the investors and the company. 
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For the financial years 2010 and 2011 the achieved net profit was allocated to cover the losses incurred in 

the previous years.  

 

For the year 2012, the Ordinary General Meeting of the Shareholders of April 29, 2013 approved payout in 

the amount of RON 1,439,450.76 as dividends, respectively RON 0.006 per share. From the total amount, 

on the date of December 31, 2013 dividends were paid in the amount of RON 1,394,574.96, respectively 

96.88% of the total.  

  

For the year 2013, the Ordinary General Meeting of the Shareholders approved the capitalization of the 

achieved net profit, this option being in the interest of both the shareholders and the company.  

 

For the year 2014, the Ordinary General Meeting of the Shareholders of April 17, 2015 approved paying 

out of the amount of RON 1,439,450.76 as dividends, respectively RON 0.006 lei per share.  

 

For the year 2015, the Ordinary General Meeting of the Shareholders of April 25, 2015 approved paying 
out of the amount of RON 1,199,542.30 as dividends, respectively RON 0.005 per share.  
 
For 2016, the Ordinary General Shareholders’ Assembly dated 26.04.2017 approved awarding the amount 
of Lei 1,175,551.45 as dividends, i.e. Lei 0.0049 per share.  
 

 
3.3.   Description of any activity undertaken by the company to purchase its own shares  
 
Mecanica Ceahlău SA  had never purchased its own shares. 
 
3.4.     Statement regarding the number and the nominal value of the shares issued by the 

parent company and owned by the subsidiaries 
 

does not have any subsidiaries, the two secondary sites in Bucharest and the commune of Afumati bear no 
obligation for statements and payments. 
 
3.5.  Bonds and/or other promissory notes issued by Mecanica Ceahlău SA 
 

Mecanica Ceahlău SA did not issue bonds or other promissory notes. 
 
4.         COMPANY MANAGEMENT  
 
4.1.      Company’s directors  
 
Between 01.01.2017 – 24.11.2017 the company’s directors were: 

 
Trifa Aurelian-Mircea-Radu 

Ianculescu Carmen 
Warinschi Laura Elena 
Zorzolan Vicentiu-Octavian 
Miron Daniel Florian 

 
On 24.11.2017, the Ordinary General Meeting of the Shareholders adopted a resolution thereby 
appointing a Management Board consisting of 3 members, as follows: 
 

1.    Trifa Aurelian-Mircea-Radu – graduate of the Politehnica University in Bucharest, Aircraft 
Department, line of study Electrical and on board Equipment and of the Institute for Public and Business 
Administration „ASEBUSS” Bucharest. 

He has background experience in Private Equity/Venture Capital Investment Funds, Corporate Governance, 
Strategic Management, Company Restructuring and Privatization 

Dl. Trifa Aurelian-Mircea-Radu has been in the position of President of the BD since 24.11.2017. 
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2.    Ianculescu Carmen – Consultant in international business, graduate of the Romania-American 
University in Bucharest. Other skills: Master Degree in International Business. 

3.    Warinschi Laura Elena - graduate of the Economic Studies Academy, Marketing and Trade 
Department, master’s degree in the Administration of Trading Companies. She was General Manager at 
the Book Distribution Clearance House between 2002 - 2005; General Manager of Mobishop Pay Point 

Romania between 2006 -2008; Business Development Director of RTC HOLDING between 2008 - 2010; 
General Manager at RTC PROFFICE EXPERIENCE SA between 2010 – 2012 and General Manager of GNC 
Romania between November”. 

Note 

On January 10, 2018, Mrs. Warinschi Laura-Elena resigned from the position of Director and, on the same 

date, the Management Board elected a temporary Director, until the first General Shareholders’ Assembly, 
but not later than 01.06.2018, namely Mr. Esanu Romeo-Vasile. 

b.  Agreements, understandings or family ties between the respective director and another 
person, whereby the respective person was appointed as director 
 
No agreements, understandings or family ties are known between the respective director and another 
person whereby the respective person was appointed as director. 
 

c.  Participation of the directors in the company’s capital  
  
The members of the Board of Directors, currently in position, do not hold shares of Mecanica Ceahlău  SA. 
 
d. List of the persons affiliated to the company  
 

The company affiliated persons are:  

- Societatea de Investiţii Financiare Moldova  

- Romanian Opportunities Fund loc. Windward Caiman 

- Transport Ceahlau SRL 
 

e.  Description of any transaction exceeding EUR 50,000 of the nature mentioned in the  

art. 225 of the Law 297/2004 
 
No transactions, amounts owed to or due from SIF Moldova, were identified other than the proper dividends. 

 
No transactions, amounts owed to or due from Romanian Opportunities Fund, were identified other than 
the proper dividends. 
 
The participation interests held by the Company on December 31, in Transport Ceahlau SRL are as follows: 

 
 

December 31  
2017 

December  31 
2016 

Shares not listed on January 1  51,000 51,000 

Adjustments for depreciation 51,000 51,000 

Balance on December 31  - - 

 

The main activity object of Transport Ceahlău SRL is the road transportation of goods, however the main 

share in the activity is held by general mechanical works.  

  

The status of participation titles movement on December 31, 2017 is as follows: 
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   Participation percentage 

 Acquisition 

date 

Selling  

data  

December 31  

 2017 

December 31  

2016 

Transport Ceahlau SRL 2004 - 24.28% 24.28% 
 

The participation interests held by the company were registered as costs. 
 
 
4.2.  Members of the executive management  
In 2017, the General Manager - Warinschi Laura Elena, undertakes their activity based on the 
Mandate Agreement executed as of 15.01.2014. 
 

Note 
Under the provisions of art. 8.4, letter d) of the management agreement no. 2783 / 20.12.2013, executed 

between the Company Mecanica Ceahlău SA and Mrs. Warinschi Laura-Elena, as General Manager, pursuant 
to the expiry of such agreement, the management agreement is deemed terminated as of 15.01.2018.  
 
As of 16.01.2018, the General Manager position is thereby held by Mr. Molesag Sorin, who, in 2017, 
was appointed Operations Manager.  

 
Mr. Sorin Molesag undertook their Operations Manager activity under the Mandate Agreement as of 
10.07.2014, they have engineering qualifications and hold professional experience in management 
positions for over 14 years  
 
Commercial manager - Botezatu Cornel, develops his activity according to the mandate contract signed 

on May 1, 2013 (extended on May 1, 2015). 
 
Mr. Botezatu Cornel is a graduate of the Politehnica Institute Iasi – Machine Building Department. Post 
graduate courses: “Management of the restructuring and development of economic agents” and “Business 
Management”, certified “Project Manager”; He has been with the company for 34 years, out of which 19 

years in management positions. 
 

Financial manager– Marian Gabriela, develops her activity according to the mandate contract signed 
on May 1, 2013 (extended on May 1, 2015). She holds a Ph.D. in Economic Sciences - ASE Bucharest, 
Management Department; graduated, “Alexandru Ioan Cuza” Economic Sciences Department in Iaşi, 
specializing in Economy of the construction and transportation industry; financial auditor member of CAFR; 
expert accountant, member of CECAR; certified “Project Manager”. She has a 35 years of background 
experience in economics out of which 23 years in management positions. 
 

a)  Agreements, understandings or family ties between the persons belonging to the 
executive management and another person, whereby the respective person was 
appointed as a member of the executive management  

No agreements, understandings or family ties are known between the persons belonging to the executive 
management and another person whereby the respective person was appointed as a member of the 
executive management.  

 

b)  Participation of the members of the executive management in the company’s capital 
On December 31, 2017, the structure of owners of financial instruments amongst the members of the 
executive management was as follows: 
 

Name and first name Number of holdings Percentage (%) 

Warinschi Laura Elena  - - 

Molesag Sorin  - - 

Botezatu Cornel  330  0.00014 

Marian Gabriela 149,670 0.06239 

 
 
4.3. Litigations or administrative proceedings involving the administrators and the members of 
the executive management in the last 5 years  

 

Subsequent to the checks made to the Registry of causes kept by the Law Practice, the following resulted:  
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In the last 5 years, the members of the Board of Directors have not been involved in any litigations, related 

to their activity in the company; the Law Practice does not own any data related to possible administrative 

proceedings in which these five persons might have been involved.  

 

As regards the executive management of the company, they have not been involved in litigations, in the 

last five years, related to their activity in the company.  The Law Practice does not own any data related to 

possible administrative proceedings in which the executive management might have been involved.  

 
 
Other litigations 
 

At the end of January 2018, the company is involved in actions in court, as follows: 
 

- 65 legal cases as plaintiff for uncollected receivables for which adjustments were established;  

- 120 legal cases as defendant, their subject representing labor disputes, for which it is requested 
issuance of certificates from which it arises the activities carried out falling under group II that are 
necessary for retirement, and that cannot generate debts for the Company. The management 

estimates that the results of these legal cases will not have  significant impact on the Company’s 
financial position; 

- Other 16 legal cases as defendant, their subject representing labor disputes for recognizing the 
activities carried out falling under various groups. The Company estimates that it will gain modest 

future economic benefits. 

 
4.4. Elements of corporate governance 
 
During the year 2017 and in the previous period, Mecanica Ceahlău SA carefully applied the OECD principles 

for Corporate Governance and the Code of Corporate Governance of the Bucharest Stock Exchange. 
 
The Board of Directors consists of 3 members, a number that is adequate for the current and perspective 
needs of the company. A president of the Board of Directors was elected.  
  
Since June 29, 2008 the Auditing Committee was set up and in November 17, 2009 was set up the 
Committee for nomination and wages. Every time the components of the Board of Directors was changed 

and/or completed, the components of the consulting committees was updated. 
  
According to the provisions of the Code of Corporate Governance of the Bucharest Stock Exchange, 
beginning with January 20, 2010, the position of Secretary General of the Board of Directors was instituted, 
dealing with the proper preparation of the reviews for the meetings of the Board of Directors and the 
general meetings of the shareholders, and with registering and monitoring the achievement of the 

resolutions taken subsequent to these reviews. 
 
In 2017, as well as in the previous years, all the shareholders were treated equitably, promoting an effective 

and active communication with them.  
 
The needed conditions were provided to inform the shareholders regarding the financial results and all the 
relevant aspects of the company’s activity, through the web page and through the secretary general of the 

Board of Directors. 
 
Having in view the fact that over 20% of the company’s shares are owned by shareholders headquartered 
abroad, the materials for calling and holding the general assemblies were posted on the company website, 
both in Romanian and in English.  
 
As a result of the Board of Directors’ concern to harmonize the interests of the shareholders with that of 

the company, in 2017 the participation of the shareholders in the general assemblies was of 93,5112%  in 
terms of the total shares issued by the company. 
 
Regarding the reviewed subjects and the resolutions adopted in the general meetings of the shareholders 
in 2017, the current reports were prepared and published according to the applicable legal provisions. To 
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this end, in 2017, 3 ordinary general meeting of the shareholders and 2 extraordinary general meetings of 
the shareholders were held, that adopted 21 resolutions, all being carried out. Periodic reports were 
presented in the meetings of the Board of Directors related to the status of these resolutions. 

 
In order to review various aspects of the company’s activity, in 2017, the Board of Directors met in 21 
working meetings. The executive directors participated in each meeting and, depending on the meeting 
agenda, other persons were invited to participate. 

 
The agenda of the Board of Directors meetings included reviews every month, according to the annual plan, 
as follows:  

 
 - in the field of manufacturing and service activity: achieving the targets for the previous month 
and forecast for the current month; the draft manufacturing program for the next month; implementation 
status of the second activity field;  

 
 - in the trading field: achieving the sales plan for the previous month and forecast for the current 
month; the draft sales plan for the next month; providing the material base required for the next month’s 

manufacturing plan; status of the litigations and of the sums involved in litigation at the end of the previous 
month, settling actions initiated and ongoing, results obtained and the recovered amounts; 
 
 - in the economic-financial field: achievement of the monthly budget of costs and revenues and the 
costs and revenues budget for the next month;  
 

 - in the field of internal control:  submitting the auditing reports, according to the annual plan; the 
program for implementing of prevention and unitary control; status of achieving the resolutions of general 
meetings of the shareholders and Board of Directors. 
 
Quarterly, the Board of Directors reviewed: 
 
 - production field: allocation per each month of the manufacturing plan for the next quarter; 

achieving the objectives set in the Investment Plan, the Research and Development Plan, Equipment Repair 

and Maintenance Plan, in the previous quarter, the status of the Activity Plan on the site located in str. 
Aurel Vlaicu nr. 34; 
 
 - trading field: allocation per each month of the sales plan for the next quarter; the status of the 
debts occurred in the trading relations; review of the structure of the finished products stock and the level 
of the stock needed depending on the season; 

 
 - economic-financial field: quarterly reports for the quarters I and III; allocation per each month 
of the costs and revenues budget for the next quarter; structure of the production costs and the profitability 
of the sold goods in the previous quarter; registered costs and the value of the production for the orders 
closed in the previous quarter. 
 

During the year 2017, the agenda of the Board of Directors also included: general management reviews, 

management of human resources in research, development and constructive and manufacturing design, 

biannual report for the first semester, the result of the patrimony inventory a.s.o.  

 
 
All the meetings of the Board of Directors resulted in resolutions related to the reviewed subjects, 
resolutions that were included in the system for follow up and monitoring of the secretary general.  

 
Monthly, through the follow-up and monitoring system of the secretary general of the BD, the Board of 
Directors was informed of the status of the resolutions made. 
 
 

5. ECONOMIC-FINANCIAL STATUS   

 
The individual financial statements for the financial exercise ended on December 31st 2017 are currently 
being audited, and they are drafted in compliance with the accounting regulations consistent with the 
International Financial Reporting Standards approved by the Order No. 2844/2016 of the Minister of Public 
Finance. 
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The reporting currency in the financial statements is RON. 

 

The economic and financial status as compared to the last three years is presented in Appendix no.1. 
 
a) Financial status 
 

Main assets exceeding 10% of total assets  

Amount –RON 
Percentage  

(%) 

Lands and buildings  16,545,682 25% 

Finished products and goods  13,951,254 22% 

Trade receivables and other receivables 14,813,015 23% 

Main liabilities exceeding 10% of total liabilities    

Reserves 18,755,289 29% 

Subscribed and paid-up capital  23,990,846 37% 

Balance carried forward  9,518,271 15% 

 

b) Global outcome 

 
 

Indicators exceeding 20% of total turnover  

Amount –RON 

Percentage  

(%) 

Production sold  31,570,267 71%  

Expenses with cost of sold goods  22,125,500 50% 

Expenses with salaries, contributions and other 
benefits  

12,636,354 28% 

 
c) Cash – flow 

As of December 31, 2017 Mecanica Ceahlău SA closed its operations with a positive treasury balance of 
RON 4.819.739. The treasury flow as compared to the last three years is detailed in Appendix no. 2. 
 
The structure of treasury flows is as follows:   

                                                                                                                          - lei- 

Net treasury at the beginning of year  5,003,004 

Net treasury from operational activities  4,597,365 

Net treasury from investments (6,352,043) 

Net treasury from financing operations  1,601,788 

Effects of exchange rate variation on cash flow (30,375) 

Net treasury at the end of year  4,819,739 

 
Net treasury from operational activities increased to RON 4,597,365 ( December 31, 2016 of RON 

4,258,375 ) due to company’s policy to stimulate advanced payments from clients by granting additional 
financial discounts based on extra-seasonality criteria, different for various types of equipment. 
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d)   Meeting the R&E budget and the objectives set for 2017  

 
 The main indicators achieved for the revenues and expenditures budget for 2017, approved by Ordinary 
General Meeting of Shareholders are presented in the Table (without the influence of the elimination of 
income related to product costs): 

– lei – 

No. Indicator 

REB 

2016 

Achieved 

2016 

 

Percentage (%) 

 

1 Turnover  40,870,000 44,571,192 109% 

2 Total revenues  41,414,852 45,677,865 110% 

3 Total expenditures  38,799,123 47,561,117 123% 

4 Net profit  2,615,729 -1,589,468 0 

 
The turnover as compared to the planned 2017 REB was achieved 109%. 
 
Total revenues amounting to RON 45,677,865 were achieved 110% compared to the planned 2017 REB. 
The largest share is held by revenues from products sold, 69 %.  
  

Total inventories amounting to RON 16,523,811 in of 111% compared to 2016, when the procurement 
prices recorded an upward trend.  
 
Total expenditures amount to RON 47,561,117, higher by 23% than the 2017 BVC, mainly due to the 
increase of the variable costs and establishing adjustments and provisions for depreciation or impairment 
losses amounting to RON 3,132,325 
 

Company’s receivables represent production sold and products distributed invoiced and not collected. 
On December 31, 2017, trade receivables amount to RON 14.545.951 (December 31, 2016: RON 

12,380,596) are all deemed performances. The share of the trade receivables from the total receivables is 
98 %. 
 
Short-term debts amount to RON 12.605.933 (31.12.2016 : RON 4.372.605) they include trade debts, 
other debts including outstanding taxes and social security contributions and provisions for risks and 
debts. 
 
Trade debts amounting to RON  6.479.695 (31.12.2016:2.471.039 lei) increased by 162 % compared to 

the previous year, due to an increase in turnover with the partners for the distributed products Trade 
debts – suppliers - invoices to be received amounting to RON 2,496,301 (December 31, 2016: RON 
192,383) increased due to recording the payment fees for services of the dealers in accordance with the 
agreements. 
 
All debts are within the deadlines, there are no delays in the payments due to any supplier. 

 
Other debts, including outstanding taxes and social security contributions amounting to RON    
1.733.718 comprising outstanding taxes and social security contributions as well as the current portion 
of the investment credit and financial leasing contracts. 
  
On December 31st 2017, the company has no overdue tax duties and social security contributionse. 
Total provisions for estimated risks and expenditures, on December 31st 2017, amount to RON 
815.370, grouped on categories and set up for: 
 

Provisions for risks and expenditures  
 

2017 2016 

- Provision for employee benefits  296,913 226,364   

- Salesmen’s commissions  0 214,409  

- Profit share of the executive management 0 317,034  

- Other provisions  518,457 45,938  
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6. Data on internal audit  

 
Within Mecanica Ceahlau SA, providing internal control focuses mainly on internal accounting and financial 

checks and the internal audit.  

  

 For the internal control, the following basic principles are referred to: 

 

 Compliance with the regulations specific to company’s activities; 
 Compliance with internal regulations concerning work procedures and resolutions of company’s 

managerial and supervisory bodies. 

 

Company’s internal accounting and financial check focused on providing an accounting management and 

financial monitoring of activities, in order to achieve predetermined objectives.  
 

In terms of accounting regulations, the company has drafted: 

 

 the accounting policy manual; 

 keeping abreast with the changes of the accounting and tax legislation; 

 conducting specific checks on sensitive areas ; 

 identification and proper management of abnormalities; 
 adaptation of IT software to company’s needs; 
 compliance with the accounting rules; 
 provision of accurate and complete accounting records; 
 compliance with the quality requirements of the data included in financial statements, so that they 

are consistent with the user’s needs. 

 

Internal audit  

 
Internal audit activities were performed based on the audit missions plan prepared according to the 

company’s objectives. The internal auditing plan and the needed resources were approved by the Board 

of Directors.  

 

The objectives of the Internal Audit are: 

 
 to assist the executive management by providing an independent assessment of  the efficiency 

and efficacy of the  internal control framework implemented by the management; 

 to assess the proper management of funds and keeping the integrity of the patrimony; 

 to assess the reliability of accounting and IT systems; 

 to ensure the compliance with the company’s policies and processes within  all the performed 

activities and implemented structures; 

 to ensure that the policies, processes and control mechanisms are revised, such that they remain 

effective and adequate for the activities performed by the company; 

 to provide recommendations for the permanent improvement of the internal control system, so 

that it operates with optimum efficacy and remains cost-efficient, reflecting adequate control 

practices; 

 to promote an effective coordination with the activities of external auditor, in order to prevent 

any activity overlaps. 

 

In conclusion, the general objective of “internal audit” is to improve the management of the audited 

structures, by providing ensuring activities, representing objective assessments of evidences, performed 

in order to provide the audited structures with an independent and objective assessment of the risk 

management processes, of control and governance processes as well as advisory activities intended to 

add value and to improve the governance processes throughout the company; 
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Activities performed by the internal audit in 2017 
 

Missions accomplished by the internal auditor based on the 2017 Auditing Plan were routine missions. 

Internal audit’s opinion, results of activities, conclusions, recommendations and proposals, as well as the 

action plan prepared during the audit were all included in internal audit report and presented to the 

Auditing Committee under the Board of Directors.  

 

The executive management undertook the measures required to manage and mitigate risks identified and 

included in the internal audit reports.  

 

Subsequent events 

 

The resignation of Mrs. Warinschi Laura-Elena from the position of Administrator was recorded on 

January 10, 2018, and the Board of Administration appointed Mr. Esanu Romeo-Vasile as the interim 

administrator on the same date, until the first meeting of the General Meeting of Shareholders, but no 

later than June 1, 2018. 

 

On the basis of the provisions of Article 8.4 letter (d) of the Management Agreement no. 2783 of 

December 20, 2013, concluded between the company Mecanica Ceahlău SA and Mrs. Warinschi Laura-

Elena, as General Manager, due to its expiry, the cessation of the Management Agreement as of January 

15, 2018, is hereby found.  

 
Mr. Molesag Sorin has the position of General Manager as of January 16, 2018, who had previously, in 

2017, the position of Operations Manager. 

 

The Ordinary General Meeting of Shareholders of January 22, 2018 decided the sale of the asset owned 

by the Company located in Piatra Neamt, str. Aurel Vlaicu nr. 34, Neamt County, with an area of 23,235 

sq.m, consisting of two plots with an area of 11,235 sq.m with cadastre number 2276/1, together with 

the related buildings, recorded in the Land  Register no. 53966, and the land with an area of 12,000 sq.m 

with cadastre number 2276/2,  together with the related buildings, recorded in the Land  Register no. 

54397. 

 

The minimum sales price of the asset mentioned above will be EUR 200/sq.m, a price that will include the 

related buildings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS, 
Trifa Aurelian-Mircea-Radu  

 
 
 
 

 

GENERAL DIRECTOR                                                  FINANCIAL DIRECTOR, 

Sorin Ion Molesag                                                                  Gabriela Marian
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Appendix no. 1 

A. ELEMENTS OF FINANCIAL STATEMENT 

 
I. Assets representing 10% of total assets  

  

  
 

Analytic indicators in profit and loss 
account that exceed 20 % of turnover  

2014 2015 2016 

 

2017 

%  of total 

assets 

  NET TURNOVER  57,158,669 58,320,372 58,690,062 64,124,966  

1. Production sold  18,542,691 18,038,612 17,630,080 16,545,682 25% 

2. 
Expenditures with stocks and cost of sold 
goods  

7,626,386 
11,458,207 11,468,098 13,951,254 22% 

3. 
Expenditures with salary, contributions 
and other benefits  

13,066,527 
14,902,641 12,9940,22 14,813,015 23% 

 
II.        Liabilities exceeding 10% of total liabilities                                                                                              

  
 

 

 Analytic on-balance indicators that 

exceed 10% of liabilities  

  

2014 2015 2016 

 
2017 

%  of total 
liabilities 

  TOTAL LIABILITIES  57,158,669 58,320,372 58,690,062 64,124,966  

1. Reserves 16,345,307 19,080,554 19,095,975 18,755,289 29% 

2. Subscribed and paid-up capital  23,990,846 23,990,846 23,990,846 23,990,846 37% 

3. Balance carried forward  8,081,493 8,195,008 9,117,566 9,518,271 15% 

 

B. GLOBAL RESULT – PRELIMINARY DATA                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     

  
 

 

Analytic indicators in profit and loss account 
that exceed 20 % of turnover  2014 

 
 

2015 
 

 
2016 

 
2017 

%  OF THE 
NET 

TURNOVER 
 

  NET TURNOVER  23,997,285 29,819,814 37,324,149 44,571,192  

1. Production sold  22,289,740 24,844,313 28,722,372 31,570,267 71% 

2. Expenditures with stocks and cost of sold goods  7,949,823 11,728,144 16,907,521 22,125,500 50% 

3. Other expenditures  5,099,722 7,366,947 8,598,556 12,636,354 28% 
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Appendix no.2 

 
 

TREASURY FLOW STATEMENT  

                   

 

For the financial year ended on December 31, 

 

2015 

 

2016 

 

2017 

Cash payments received from clients  31,145,239 43,778,579 47,323,142 

Payments to suppliers and employees  (33,867,035) (39,274,618) (42,314,824) 

Cash flow from operations  
       

(2,721,796) 
          

4,503,961 
5,008,318 

Interests paid  (24,849) 4,843 0 

Profit tax paid  (255,323) 240,743 (410,953) 

Net cash flow from operations (3,001,968) 4,258,375 4,597,365 

Cash flow from investments     

Interests received  112,475 2,307 8,322 

Redemption of fund units  2,596,792 - , 

Purchase of tangible assets  (212,674) (249,006) (4,233,910) 

Short-term investments    (1,000,000) 

Dividends paid  (1,321,489) (1,147,886) (1,126,455) 

Net cash flow from investments 1,175,104 (1,394,585) (6,352,043) 

Cash flow from funding activities  - -  

Collections from long term loans - - 1,917,789 

Repayment of loans  - - (158,547) 

Payment of financial leasing debts  (171,273) (176,344) (157,454) 

Net cash flow (used in) funding activities  (171,273) (176,344) 1,601,788 

Net increase (decrease) of cash and cash-equivalent  (1,998,137) 2,687,446 (152,890) 

Cash and cash equivalent on January 1st  4,372,604 2,343,920 5,003,004 

Effects of exchange rate variation on cash  (30,547) (28,362) (30,375) 

Cash and cash equivalent on December 31st  2,343,920 5,003,004 4,819,739 
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Appendix No. 3 

STATUS OF COMPLIANCE WITH THE NEW CORPORATE GOVERNANCE CODE OF BVB (Bucharest Stock Exchange) 
 

Status of compliance with the new corporate governance of BVB 

Compliance 

Non-
compliance or 

partial 

compliance 

Reason for non-compliance 

Section A – Responsibilities     

A.1. Board regulation including the Boards’ terms of reference/ responsibilities and the 

key functions of the company and that applies, among others, the General Principles of 
this Section. 

YES   

A.2. The Board’s regulation shall include provisions for managing the conflicts on interest  

PARTIALLY 

 

 

 

 

 

The Procedure is not included 

in the Board’s Regulation. 

Measures for complying with 

CGC will follow. 

Deadline: 31.12.2018 

A.3. The Board of Directors shall have at least five members. 

NO  

Incepand cu data de 
24.11.2017, Consiliul de 

Administratie este format din 

3 membrii  

A.4. The majority of the Board of Directors shall not hold an executive position. In the 

case of Premium class companies, at least two non-executive members of the Board of 
Directors should be independent. Each independent Board member shall file a statement 
upon his nomination, whether elected or re-elected, as well as whenever his status 

changes, indicating the main elements based on which he/she considers that he/she is 
independent form the points of view of his/her character and judgment. 

YES 

  

A.5. Other professional relatively permanent engagements and obligations of a Board 
member, including executive and non-executive positions in the Board of non-profit 

companies and institutions must be disclosed to the shareholders and investors before 
nomination and during his/her mandate.    

YES 
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Status of compliance with the new corporate governance of BVB 
Compliance 

Non-compliance 

or partial 
compliance 

Reason for non-
compliance 

A.6. Any member of the Board shall present the Board information related to any relation to 

a shareholder that owns, directly or indirectly, shares representing more than 5% of the 

voting rights. 

 NO 

Currently, work is done on 

changing the regulation of 

the Board of Directors, such 

as to also include this 

obligation of the members. 

Deadline 31.12.2018 

A.7. The company shall designate a secretary of the Board, responsible to provide support 
to the Board. 

YES    

A.8. The statement of corporate governance will inform whether any evaluation of the 
Board was conducted, led by the President or by the nomination committee and, if 
affirmative, will summarize the key measures and subsequent changes. The company shall 

have a policy/ guideline for evaluating the Board comprising the object, criteria and the 
frequency of the evaluation process.  

 NO 

The company will take 

measures for Complying 

with CGC. 

Deadline 31.12.2018 

A.9. The corporate governance statement shall include information related to the number of 

meetings of the Board and the committees in the last year, participation of the managers (in 
person, or absent) and a report of the Board and the committees related to their activities.  

YES  

  

A.10. The corporate governance statement shall include information related to the exact 
number of independent members in the Board. 

YES  
  

A.11. The Board of the Premium class companies shall set up a committee consisting of 
non-executive members that will lead the procedure for nominating new Board members 
and will make recommendations to the Board. The majority of the members in the 

nomination committee shall be independent. 

The company is 
included in the 
Standard class.. 
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Status of compliance with the new corporate governance of BVB 
Compliance 

Non-compliance 

or partial 
compliance 

Reason for non-
compliance 

Section B – Internal risk management and internal control system     

B.1. The Board shall set up an auditing committee in which at least one member shall 

be an independent non-executive manager. In the case of Premium category 

companies, the auditing committee shall consist of at least three members and the 
majority of the auditing committee members shall be independent.  

YES  

  

B.2. The president of the auditing committee shall be a non-executive independent 

member. 

YES  
  

B.3. Among its responsibilities, the auditing committee shall conduct an annual 
assessment of the internal control system. 

YES  
  

B.4. The assessment shall focus on the effectiveness and completeness of the internal 
audit function, the adequacy of the risk management and internal control reports 
presented by the Board’s auditing committee, timeliness and effectiveness with which 

the executive management deals with the deficiencies or weaknesses identified during 

internal control and the presentation of relevant reports to the Board. 

YES  

  

B.5. The auditing committee shall assess the conflicts of interest related to the 

transactions of the company and of its divisions with the affiliated parties. 

YES  
  

B.6.The auditing committee shall assess the effectiveness of the internal control system 

and of the risk management system,  

YES  

NO 

The company will take 

measures for Complying 

with CGC. 

Deadline 31.12.2018 

B.7. The auditing committee shall monitor the implementation of the generally 

accepted internal auditing standards. The auditing committee shall receive and assess 
the reports of the internal auditing team.   

YES  
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Status of compliance with the new corporate governance of BVB 
Compliance 

Non-compliance 

or partial 
compliance 

Reason for non-
compliance 

B.8. Whenever the Code refers to reports or reviews initiated by the auditing 
committee, they must be followed by periodic reports (at least on annual basis), or ad-
hoc that must be later forwarded to the Board.   NO 

The company will take 

measures for Complying 

with CGC. 

Deadline 31.12.2018 

B.9. None of the shareholders will be treated in a special manner, in terms of 
transactions and agreements concluded by the company with the shareholders and their 

associates.  

YES  
  

B.10. The Board shall adopt a policy whereby to ensure that any of company’s 

transactions with any of the companies with which it has close ties, having a value 
higher than 5% of the net assets of the company (according to the latest financial 
report), shall be approved by the Board subsequent to a compulsory opinion of the 
auditing committee.   

YES  

PARTIALLY 

The company will take 

measures for Complying 

with CGC. 

Deadline 31.12.2018 

B.11. The internal audits shall be conducted by a structurally separate division (the 

internal auditing department), of the company or by hiring a third independent entity. 

YES  
  

B.12. In order to ensure achieving the main functions of the internal auditing 
department, this must report to the Board through the auditing committee. For 

administrative reasons and within the obligations of the management to monitor and 
reduce risks, this must report directly to the general manager. 

YES  
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Status of compliance with the new corporate governance of BVB 
Compliance 

Non-compliance 

or partial 
compliance 

Reason for non-
compliance 

Section C – Fair rewarding and motivation    

C.1. The company shall publish on its internet page the remuneration policy and include 

in the annual report a statement related to the implementation of the remuneration 

policy in the analyzed annual period.  

The remuneration policy shall be formulated in a manner to allow the shareholders to 

understand the principles and arguments that are the base of the remuneration of the 

Board members and of the general manager, as well as the members of the directorate 

in the dualist system. This shall describe the manner to manage the process and the 

decision making related to remuneration, to detail the components of the remuneration 

of the collective management (such as wages, annual bonuses, long term incentives 

related to the share value, in kind benefits, pensions and others) and to describe the 

scope, principles and assumptions that lay on the basis of each component (including 

the general performance criteria pertaining to any kind of variable remuneration). 

Moreover, the remuneration policy must specify the contract duration of the executive 

director and the advanced notice for cessation stated in the contract, as well as the 

eventual compensation in case of revoking without fair cause.  

The report on remuneration shall present the implementation of the remuneration 

policy during the reviewed period of the year. 

Any change of essence occurring in the remuneration policy shall be timely published on 
the company’s webpage.  

YES   
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Status of compliance with the new corporate governance of BVB on 31 

December 2015  Compliance 
Non-compliance 

or partial 
compliance 

Reason for non-
compliance 

Section D - Adding value through the relations with the investors    

D.1. The company shall set up an Investors Relations Office, indicating to the public at 

large the person/persons or the organizational unit. Besides the information required by 

the legal provisions, the company shall include on its webpage a section dedicated to 

the relations with the investors, in Romanian and in English, containing all the relevant 

information of interest for investors, including: 

D.1.1. The main corporate regulations: articles of incorporation, procedures related to 

the general meetings of the shareholders; 

D.1.2. Professional CVs of the members of the company’s management bodies, other 

professional commitments of the members of the Board, including executive and non-

executive positions in management boards of companies or non-profit institutions; 

D.1.3. Current reports and periodic reports (quarterly, bi-annual, annual); 

D.1.4. Information related to the general meetings of the shareholders; 

D.1.5. Information related to corporate events; 

D.1.6. Names and contact data of a person able to provide, on request, relevant 

information; 

D.1.7. The company’s presentations (e.g. presentations for the investors, presentation 
of quarterly results etc.), the financial statements (quarterly, bi-annual, annual), 

auditing reports and annual reports.  

YES   
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Status of compliance with the new corporate governance of BVB on 31 

December 2015  Compliance 
Non-compliance 

or partial 
compliance 

Reason for non-
compliance 

D.2. The company will have a policy for paying out annual dividends or other benefits 

to the shareholders. The principles of the annual payment to the shareholders will be 

published on the company’s internet page.   

 

YES  

  

D.3. The company shall adopt a forecasting policy, notwithstanding that it is published 
or not. The forecasting policy will be published on the company’s internet page.  

YES  
  

D.4. The rules related to the general meetings of the shareholders shall not limit the 

participation of the shareholders in the general meetings and exercising their rights. 
Modifications will enter in force the earliest at the subsequent shareholders’ meeting.  

YES  
  

D.5. The external auditors will witness the general meeting of the shareholders when 
their reports are presented in such meetings.  

YES  

NO 

The company will take 

measures to comply with 
the provisions of CGC. 

D.6. The Board will present to the annual general meeting of the shareholders a short 
assessment of the internal control and significant risks management systems, as well as 
opinions related to matters submitted for resolution to the general meeting. 

YES  
  

D.7. Any specialist, consultant, expert or financial analyst may witness the general 
meeting of the shareholders based on prior invitation from the Board. Accredited 

journalists may also participate in the general meeting of the shareholders, except for 
the case when the Board President decides differently.  

 
NO 

 

The company will take 
measures to comply with 
the provisions of CGC. 
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Status of compliance with the new corporate governance of BVB on 31 
December 2015  Compliance 

Non-compliance 
or partial 

compliance 

Reason for non-

compliance 

D.8. The quarterly and the bi-annual reports will include information both in Romanian 
and in English, related to the key factors that influence the level of sales, of the 
operational profit, the net profit and other relevant indicators, both from one quarter to 

another and from one year to another.  

YES  

  

D.9. One company will organize at least two meetings/conference meetings with 

analysts and investors every year. The information presented on such occasions will be 
published in the investors relation section of the company’s internet page on the date of 
meeting/conference meeting. 

YES  

  

D.10. In case a company supports various forms of artistic and cultural expression, 
sports activities, educational or scientific activities and considers their impact over the 

innovating feature and the competitiveness of the company as part of its development 

mission and strategy, it will publish its policy related to its activity in such field.   
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